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The Greatest Hi-Res Graphic Arcade Game 

Ever Written for Your Dragon/Tandy Colour 32K 


Welcome Shock Trooper Squad 
Commander! Intelligence has 
intercepted a coded message 
revealing a plan to conquer Earth. Four 
of your Shocktroopers must infiltrate 
the heavily defended underground 
enemy base and steal all of their secret 
TRG-5 attack saucer sub-assemblies. 
Return them to our scientists for 
analysis . This secret information is 
crucial to our defence. 

~ y'~Luck! 

. ~~~11t ~~ 
·.· -. ~Jr~~ssf11t 	 5 Star Reviewc 	 .
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~ · The public can't be wrong. 

Shocktrooper was the TOP seller on 
our 1985 Roadshow selling twice as 

many copies as its nearest rival. 

14 HI-RES (BLACK ON WHITE) ARCADE SCREENS UNIQUE INVISO DEVICES 
PLUS CORTA BOMBS. THE LATEST RELEASE FROM MARK DATA PRODUCTS 

IN THE USA. 
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How to submit articles 
The quality of the material we can publish in 
Dragon User each month will, to a very great 
extent depend on ' the quality of the 
discoveries that you can make with your 
Dragon. The Dragon computer was launched 
on to the market with a powerful version of 
Basic, but with very poor documentation. 

Articles which are submitted to Dragon 
User for publication should ~ot be more than 
3000 words long. All submissions should be 
typed. Please leave wide .margins and a 
double space between each line. Programs 
should, whenever possible, be computer 
printed on plain white paper and be accom
panied by a tape of the program. · 

We cannot guarantee to return every 
submitted article OF. program, so please keep 
a copy. If you want to have y61,1r program 
returned · you must incl~de a stamped, 
addressed envelo~. t' . 

Contents ~ 

Letters . · 4 · MachhieCodeTutor 16 
Wh~t to be .rich and famous? OK, so we Eyes down for the next lesson - this 
cant h~lp with that one - but if you 've got month, we deal with number bases - the 
something to say and want to reach tens of theory behind decimal , hex and binary 
thousands of Dragon Users throughout the notation . 
country , then this is the place to do it. Graphics 18 
People's Chart 5 Have you ever wanted to put text on to the 
The only nationwide poll of what you think is graphics screen - even program from the 
the best in Dragon Software - compiled graphics screen! Peter Wittaker shows you 
each month by you , the consumer. Vote , how. 
vote, vote! Programming 24 
News 6 Ever puzzled by those sudden crashes? 
Charity tape on the cards for the Dragon_ Pam D'Arcy explains why this sometimes 
Advance news of new Incentive release_ happens, and offers a remedy. 
Dragon week-end that was - 6809 Con- Dragon Answers 26 
vention - and more . .. Page Six for full Questions, questions . . . Brian Cadge 
details. once again stretches his might and comes 
Communication 7 up with some answers for those annoying 
Your spot for those times when you need a technical problems. 
little help from your friends. Write into us, Book Offer 27 
we'll publish your problem, and maybe A Super Summer Book Offer that will have 
someone can help .. . or maybe you can you racing for the cheque book! This one 
help someone else! you cannot miss . . . read inside for details. 

Dragonsoft 8 Arcade Arena 28 
At last - Moon Cresta . . . Roy Coates The mysterious Expert mumbles on in
raves about this new release - Pam- coherently for your delectation - more 
com ms latest - Printer Control - revisited useful Pokes this month , plus a competition 
. . . on disc at last. for those with a good memory. 

On-line 10 Adventure Trail 30 
Roy Coates takes an in-depth look at two Mike Gerrard reporting again - this time 
communications software packages , Chat  focusing on Space Trek II . .. plus the 
plus 2 and Viewdata - isn 't it time you got usual bunch of clues and tips for troubled 
on-line? adventurers. 

Editorial 
This month marks the beginning of a new phase for Dragon -User 
- indeed Dragon users all over the country. As from next issue 
(July 1986) Dragon User will be available to the Dragon community 
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY. And while this means that you won't 
have to trundle down to the newsagent to get your favourite read 
(we'll send it to you), it does mean forking out just over a tenner 
in one month, in order to get the next 12 issues, if you don't already 
have a sub. So why do it? 

It's our firm belief that Dragon User is still essential reading for 
all Dragon owners, beginners and experienced alike. We'll still have 
all the same regular features, news and reviews, with new ones 
planned even as I write!. In fact, as a controlled circulation 
publication, we're hoping to pack even more in than usual -anew 
upgrading series, new languages for your Dragon, teach-in's, 
reader offers, competitions - we are determined to provide you 
with the service and information you want for your computer. 

Take the Book Offer in this month's issue ... where else could 
you get so much for so little? . 

As the number of active Dragon owners has diminished (and 
there's no denying that the total is down to the few tens of 
thousands) it seems to us that the enthusiasm ofthe existing Users 
has actually increased- and it's people like you we are committed 
to supporting in the future. 

It would be a shame if many Dragons (still a worthwhile piece 
of hardware - until the £300 Amiga arrives!) were put away, all for 
the lack of information and a regular national magazine. No Dragon 
User-:- no Dragon? We hope you'll join us. 
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Th" ·s the chance to air your views - send your tips, compliments and complaints to Letters e ers IS I Page, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP.L tt 
Mail 
Order 
I RECENTLY had cause to 
return my Alldream cartridge to 
Grosvenor Software, as I just 
couldn't get it to work. It arrived 
back 48 hours later with a letter 
explaining how to ensure good 
connector contact, and the car
tridge connectors had b.een 
tinned for good measure. 

I call that excellent service, 
and shows how buying goods 
for our Dragon by post may not 
necessarily be as risky a busi
ness as your April editorial 
implies. 

Martin Parker 
14 Redwood Close 

Radstock 
Bath 

Poke 

Error 

IN the April 1986 issue of 
Dragon User, Brian Cadge 
answered Neil Peel with a 
short routine to send all that 
appeared on the screen to a 
printer. This routine did not 
work due to the small typing 
error in the listing of the last 
POKE being POKE 361,284 
whereas it should have read 
POKE 361,248. I am sure that 
many Users have written in to 
point out this error but in case 
they haven't I am. As proof, this 
letter has been written using 
the very routine. 

Andrew Jenkins 
44 Tudor Terrace 
Gadlys, Aberdare 

Mid-Glamorgan 
South Wales 

CF44 8EB 

Co-Co 

Flee 

HAVING spent many hours 
typing "Flee" from the March 
edition of Dragon User into my 
32K Tandy Colour Computer, I 
was disappointed to find that 
there were several areas in
volved where the Dragon dif
fers from the Tandy. 

However, by disassembling 
the machine code and consult
ing your (much-appreciated) 

Firmware series, I was able to 
spot the problems in the code, 
and (I hope) solve them. 

Here are the changes which 
are necessary for the game to 
work: 

58 ON USR 0(S)GOTO 300,60,10,700 
928 IF PEEK(338) =251 THEN N=999 
938 IF PEEK(342) =254 THEN DEM =1: 

N= 999 
9138 NEXT:POKE 31068 ,179: 

POKE31069,233 
9148 POKE 31113 ,180:POKE 31114 ,242 
9158 POKE 31129,180:POKE 31130 ,242 
9168 POKE 31225,180:POKE 31226 ,242 
9178 POKE 31252 ,180:POKE 31253 ,242 
9188 NEXT AD:RESTORE:RETURN . 
I hope you will consider print
ing this letter, as it will enable 
all Tandy 32K owners to play 
this excellent game. 

PA Chirico 
158 Empingham Road 

Stamford 
Lines 

PE9 2SZ 

Flee 
Flaw? 
THE PROGRAM Flee Flea in 
March's issue - I typed the 
whole program in, about 12 
hours long. The problem is, 
when I ran the program nothing 
happened. But I did check the 
program, and it was correct. 

Danny Bowles 
32 Bridge Street 

Milnrow 
Lanes 

If you typed it in on a Tandy 
Co-Co, Danny, you'll need 
the alterations we printed 
this month. Otherwise, all we 
can say is - it works! 

Upgrade 
I AM sure you will be pleased to 
know I have just managed to 
purchase an upgrade kit for my 
48K Spectrum - it's called a 
Dragon 64! I am sure that this 
news will lighten a few hearts, 
as it has done my pocket. The 
real problem is, that reading 
through your magazine, I real
ise how much I have missed , 
for example, what the hell is an 
OS-9? 

In fact, the only fault I could 
really find in your mag, or 
should I say, the only fault I 
knew the meaning of, was that 
nasty swear word, Jet Set 
Willy. 

Now come on ....:. there must 
be something, some book, 
some program, some potential 

pen-pal that would be able to 
teach me more. Even Clive 
(our cat) knew more about the 
Dragon than I did - and even 
that · was restricted to the 
CLOADM command (DIM 
CAT) . 

So please help - before I 
start suffering Sinclair (or is it 
Amstrad) withdrawal symp
toms. 

Robert Hammond 
24 Beechtree Close 

Oakley 
Basingstoke 

Hants 

2+2 4 

I DO hope that my embarrass
ment of the esteemed Brian 
Cadge only awarding two 'Dra
,gons' to my excellent Disk-Kit 
product (Reviews, Dragon 
User, May issue) is, as sug
gested by one of my very 
satisfied customers, a case of 
missing 'Dragons'. 

He points out that every 
review normally has the Dra
gons right or left justified 
whereas these two are cen
tred, suggesting that two have 
been dropped off the right
hand corner. 

Should the two Dragons be 
his considered opinion, then I 
am obviously wasting my time 
on the Dragon. 

Pam D'Arcy 
21 Wycombe Lane 

Wooburn Green 
High Wycombe 

Bucks, HP10 OHO 
Oh the embarrassment 
yes Pam, I'm afraid two Dra
gons flew the coop in the 
May review ... indeed Disk
Kit was originally awarded 
four Dragons - and well 
deservedly too. 

Hunter 
I WISH to bring to the attention 
of any software .hunter for the 
Dragon, a Blockbuster sale, 
where some excellent games 
were advertised in the April 
edition. There were a total of 
four whole pages of software 
programs on offer - which 
ended on March 31? 

This I must query. How can 
you put an advert in a maga
zine that ended the month 
before? 

I find the only way to obtain 
software now, is to order 
through magazines - I have 

found Dragon Uservery 
to obtain software, but now I 
have my doubts. 

I have found it impossible to 
buy Dragon User before the 
month it should appear. Could 
we please have offers ending, 
not before you buy the maga
zine, but after? 

Dawn Gamble 
Lisburn 

Co. Antrim 
BT27 4LB 

Bloody but unbowed, the 
Dragon User staff hold their 
heads high after such a 
tirade of irony. The offend· 
ing Advertisement Manager 
has been shot. 

Co-Co 

Club 

I WOULD like to start up a 
CoCo/Dragon users club in the 
Basildon area, to swap prog
rams, ideas, etc. Anyone in
terested, please contact me at 
the address shown below. 

SR Ki/coin 
187 Spurriers 

Laindon 
Essex 

SS15 5NG 

Fringe 
RE User Groups and the Dra
gon - there are many different 
aspects of the Dragon and the 
6809 microprocessor that it is 
impossible that any one group 
or publication can satisfy all the 
possibilities. 

The National Dragon User's 
Group does not have a 
monopoly and is in no way 
"official". So any other group, 
from "lunatic fringe" to dedi
cated professional is welcome. 
All that is required is enthu
siasm and a common interest. 
Bulletin boards are also a form 
of user group - and I thank all 
those who have set them up. 

On a more serious note the 
Data Protection Act comes 
comes into force on the 11 May 
1986 and may have an impact 
on user groups, clubs, bulletin 
boards . and anyone storing 
names/addresses etc. on a 
computer. If any reader needs 
more information they should 
contact The Data Protection 
Registrar on Wilmslow (0625) 
535777. 

Stan Opyrchal 
Compusense 
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Dragon User People's Chart 

BREATH holding time . .. anything can 
happen in the Dragon User People's Chart 
. .. and look what's happened this month. 
The struggle for Number One spot con
tinues with Shocktrooper back at the top 
and Juxtaposition dropping one place down 
to the Number Two slot. People obviously 
spent April indoors rediscovering Jet Set 
Willy, as it leaps into third place. 

Legendary anagrams included, "Have I 
won yet?" from Robin Hemmings .. . (errrr 
. . . no Robin), some blatant crawling from 
Neil Coe (John Cook, Expert Editor) and a 
glum confessional from Alistair Grant (Ana
grams don't like me). However, the prize 
goes to Ian Rockett, referring to the extra 
screens in Dragon JSW- "Dragon Heads 
get the pages Sinclair Boys don't." Nice 
work, Ian. 

Don't forget- each month we are asking 
you to vote for your favourite five programs 
of the moment; they can be games, applica
tions, utilities ... anything! Write them 
down in order of preference on the form 
opposite (you can copy it out if you don't 
want to mutilate your issue) and send it. 

Just for a bit of fun - and as an incentive 
to the more mercenary amongst us - you 
cari also make up a phrase constructed 
from the letters of your own top three (using 
as many as you can) and we will pick out the 
one we consider to be best. That lucky 
winner will be receiving £25 worth of 
software from Microdeal. 

Results April 1986 
1 Shocktrooper .... ~ ................ (Microdeal) 

2 Juxtaposition .................... (Wintersoft) 

3 Jet Set Willy ........... (Software Projects) 

4 Speed Racer ....•.................. (Microdeal) 

5 Eddie Steady Go .................. (Incentive) 


:atart F1ive 
Voting fo; Chart No. 5 closes at 1pm on Friday 13th June 1986. Entries received after that 
tr.me wlll'not be eligible for Inclusion In tti at month's voting. The·editor's decision Is final. 
Only one entry per Individual per month will be allowed. 

My top05: Voting Month 5 Name ................................ ~.....;...... 


,::· 1. .:......,111: •·········································· Address........................................... 


.~j~s:r ·-:<!~:, 	 ~ 
3.-•.......:•...•...................................... 


_, 4. "~r~.....~:......':.................................:"i; t~:..................................................... 

< 5.. ........ ~........'-,............. ..................... 

' 

~ ',, . ······· · ········· · ···············~ ·· ················· · ~· · 
'::f' ;
M ,, h . y p rase 1s: ....................................................................................._............ 


TTTlE I COMPUTE• 

Iendoae mycheque/P.O. for .._____ _ _ 
1 	 Name --- - ------

Addres.___ _ __ ------
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If you have any new products for the Dragon - software or hardware-
ring the News Desk on 01-437 4343 NewS desk 

Dragon 
Aid Tape 
GOOD NEWS - following the 
disappointment that, for a 
second year, Dragon owners 
were not to be given the oppor
tunity to join in with the soft
ware industry's charity effort 
(last year Soft Aid, this year Off 
the Hook), it looks like we 
might be in with a chance after 
all - thanks to Christopher 
Bayne. 

Bayne, proprietor of CB 
Software, is proposing to put 
together a compilation tape 
exclusively for the Dragon 
and like Off the Hook, pro
ceeds would go to the Prince's 
Trust for the rehabilitation of 
drug addicts. "I was annoyed 
last time round that we didn't 
get a chance ; this time we've 

Dragon 
weekend 
THE SECOND 'Dragon week
end in Wales' took place at the 
Tredfeddian Hotel in Aber
dovey betwen 21st and 23rd 
March. Attendances were up 
on last time (October 1985), 
with many users attending 
their second weekend, 
although the bigger venue 
meant that there were still a 
few places left unfilled. 

There was a relaxed and 
friendly atmosphere from the 
start, and all types of users 
irom the young to the not-so
young, from new tape-based 
32 owners to OS9 experts, 
enjoyed a weekend of solid 
6809 computing. 
· Those devotees of the 6809, 
Compusense, were on hand, 
demonstrating their new Dra
gon Plus expansion system , 
and had disk, as well as their 
new bulletin board software. 

Many tips could be picked up 
simply by listening in on con
versations going on around the 
room, from recovering crashed 
disks, to linking Dragon's as 
intelligent terminals. Plenty of 
suggestions were forthcoming 
regarding the way the Dragon 
Market, and Dragon User in 
particular should go, but every
one agreed that the Dragon 
has a lot of life left in it yet! 

been excluded again! Dragons 
deserve a chance," he com
mented. 

Chris is aiming at 5-10 titles 
on one tape, selling for £6.95 to 
£9.95, depending on quantity 
and quality. "I've already got 
support from Design Design 
and Peaksoft , and have con
tacted Microdeal," he con
tinued. ''I'm looking for any
thing from text adventures to 
shoot-em-ups, primarily com
mercial software - but if any
one wants to donate their own 
programs, we will consider 
them ." 

Chris was quick to empha
sise that after costs have been 
recovered (primarily tape du
plication and postag'e), all pro-

It is not certain if another 
long weekend will be orga
nised; that's really up to you. If 
you want one, then write to Bob 
Morgan, Mid Wales Tourism 
Council, Canolfan , Owain 
Glyndwr, Machynlleth , Powys. 

Micro Vision 
News 
FOLLOWING the success of 
Beanstalker, their first release, 
Micro Vision has just 
announced its next game, 
Talisman. Described by a Mic
ro Vision spokesman as, "a Jet 
Set Willy style graphic arcade 
adventure," plus the promise 
of over 100 screens, they could 
be on to anothe winner. 

The game, heavily steeped 
in Mythology, involves the ex
ploration of a castle (and the 
woods and fields beyond - if 
you can get out!) to find a 
magical talisman . 

If first reports are anything to 
go by - including your possi
ble transformation into a frog, 
then back again in true fairytale 
manner - it could be worth 
looking at. Priced at £7.95, 
Micro Vision expect to have the 
game ready for the Leeds 
show, so why not pop along 
and have a look? 

For more details, contact 
Micro Vision at 8 Wensley 
Road, Liverpool, L9 8DW. 

fits would be going to charity . 
' 'I'm not taking anything ," he 
said. "It's all for a good cause." 
e Dragon User has already 
pledged full advertising sup
port for the venture, so come 
on . . . if there are any com
panies or individuals out there 
that can help CB Software put 
this project together, write to 
58 Ash Grove, Wheathamp
stead, St Albans, Herts, AL4 
8DF - or phone 058283 2916. 
Watch this space for develop
ments. 

Preview 
FAR, FAR into the future, the 
Sol Federation constructed the 
TIME GRIDS-zones of neut
ral matter used by Hyper
spaceships for faster-than-light 
travel. Because of the heavy 
traffic on the grids it was then 
decided to extend them. 
However, in doing so they 
uncovered a sleeping Time 
Demon. 

They carefully erected the 
grids around him but were 
unable to stop his regeneration 
process. 

It was then that they called 
on you, Time Lord, a genetically 
engineered Supernaut cap
able of travelling in the grids 
without the aid of a spaceship. 

Your task is to find the four 

Peaksoft 
sponsor 
Dragon 
AS A service to the fast
growing number of Dragon 
owners on Micronet, Peaksoft 
are sponsoring Dragon news 
pages in The Gallery section 
- page 323000191 onwards. 

The firm are also compiling a 
directory of Dragon owners 
who use the service, to help 
Dragon fans near and far to 
keep in touch. A free copy of 
the directory, which is updated 
weekly, is given to every pur
chaser of a modem from Peak-· 
soft, and to anyone who re
quests inclusion in the direc
tory. Further copies, or later 
editions, are available in return 
for 50p in stamps. 

Details available from Peak
soft at 48 Queen Street, Bal
derton, Newark, Notts, NG24 
3NS. 

pieces of the Demon's Talis
man, which is scattered in the 
grids, and use it to destroy him. 

Unfortunatly. the creatures 
evil presence has contamin
ated the grids. 

Well . . . so·u-nds like some
one's got a distinctly overac
tive imagination at Incentive! 
Still, there you are - details of 
the scenario of Time Lord, their 
next release. 84 rooms divided 
.into three maze areas; eight 
different types of nasty, laser 
turrets, reactors . . . can't wait. 

Priced at £7.95, it should be 
available from Incentive by the 
middle of June. Contact them 
for further details at 54 London 
Street, Reading, RG1 4SQ, or 
telephone (0734) 591678. 
Look out in Arcade Arena for a 
preview, next month. 
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CommUnI•cat1• 0 n Send in you questions, requests, and pleas to Communication, 
Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2 

Problem I have recently ac
quired an Atari joystick and 
equipment to convert it to a 
Dragon. I would be very grate· 
ful if someone could inform me 
how to wire it up. 
Enquirer Andrew French, 13 
Fairfield, Penperlleni, Ponty
pool, Gwent, NP4 .OAP. 
Problem I have a Dragon 32 
and am very pleased with it. 
However, what are the pro's 
and con 's of changing to a 
Dragon 64 (assuming I can get 
one second-hand) - apart 
from the larger memory? 
Would I still be able to use my 
HRS Brother printer with the 
64? 
Enquirer J E Lawrie, 1 S Syca
more Grove, Southam, War
wickshire. 
Problem I would be very hap
py if anyone could answer a 
couple of questions which 
bother me recently. a) Could 
the second CPU for the Dra
gon 32 be any CPU or just an 
8-bit one - if yes then could 
that be a 6S02 (8-bit) one? b) 
Could you have a disc system 
without having a second CPU, 
and if not, what type of CPU 

would that be? has anyone got one for sale, or name and address of distribu
Enquirer Yionnis Grekas, 9 could I borrow a copy? tor. Also wanted - name of a 
Knosou St, Galatsi 11146, Enquirer Tony Dangerfield, 26 good book on electronics for 
Athens, Greece. Lonsdale Drive, Croston, Nr beginners. 
Problem I have recently Preston, Lanes, PAS 7SB. Enquirer Barry Caruth , 132purchased a TRS-80 CGP-11 S Problem Require the·Dragon Donaghadee Rd, Bangor, Co(compatible with the TRS-80 Games User Group Newsletter Down, Northern Ireland, BT20CGP-220) four colour printer - will pay up to £1 .00 in good 4NH. and I was wondering if anyone condition . Also Dragon wings 
could tell me how I can dump cassette - will pay up to Problem Dragon owners in the 

Gosport area - I own a Drathe graphics screen on my £1 .75. Please send details. 
gon but don't know anyoneDragon 32 to the printer. Enquirer Andrew Hill , 13 Parry 

Enquirer C Carey, S7 East Jones Close, Forge Srdo, else who does. I am very 
lonely!lbourne Grove, Westcliff-on Blaina, Gwent, South Wales, 

Sea, Essex, SSO OQE. NP3 3NH. Enquirer P J Beed, 27 Findon 
Problem I cannot obtain an Problem Wanted - Super Road, Elson, Gosport, Hants, 
OS9 Programmers Manual - Dragon Writer 11 Cartridge or P012 4EP. 

Communication 
Stuck for . a routine? Need some obscure equipment? Feeling cut off? Fear not 
someone, somewhere can help you! Write down your problem on the coupon below 
(make it as brief and legible as possible) together with your name and address and send it 
to Communication,. Dragon User, 12/13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H zyp_ We'll 
publish it as soon as we can - meanwhile, maybe there's someone you can help this 
month! 

Problem •.••.•.•..•; ........•.. : ................................................................................................. . 

' ~'; .\ . ·······················-················································································································· 
........................................................................................................................................ 


Name ..................... · ......... ., ........................................................................................•....... 

Address.:....................................................................................................................... . 
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SMASH HITS FROM BLABY 


COSMIC CRUSADER - Venture where no 
man has dared lo go before . View the galaxy 
from within the safety of your starship. but not 
for long - no less than 34 screens of 
inter·planetary alien life will challenge your 
reflexes and fire power. Superb sounds and 

J~k~cs . DRAGON £3.99 TA~DY£3 .99 TD 

CAVERNS OF CHAOS - The ultimate 
platform game! If you 've tried the re st. now try 
the best ever from Blaby. Words fail' We 
guarantee sheer delight. 20 screens. 
!!'81.JS DRAGON 32 £3.00 OT 

FINGERS - If you fancy yourself as a 
safe-cracker then read on. Thirteen screens of 
disappearing floors. conveyors and wil l you 
find out for yourself. Help tight·fingered Fred lo 
collect his golden keys lo open the safe. JS. 

DRAGON 32 £3.99 TANDY EXT £3.99 

OLYMPIA - Compete in five athletic events 
- 100 metres. discus, long jump. hurdles and 
high jump. Features include high graphics 
sound, world records and hall of fame. KB 

DRAGON £3.99 
TANDY £3.99 OT 

KUNG FU - THE MASTER 
After years of meditation and training you may become a Master of the Art. Practice and more 
practice is what you will need to complete this game. 
Joystick £5.00 

DRAGON POWER SUPPLIES 
Available now. Send your defective unit to us and "'!"e will send you a rec_onditioned tested unit 
£14.95 inc p&p . Uncased unit. fit yourself with instructions. £11.95 inc p&p. 

l :H·l ...f.i,J.l -1111 
"These games are available for the Tandy Color 32 Computer at £3.99 each. VISABLABY COMPUTER GAMES 
ORDER NOW DIRECT FROM THIS COMPANY OR ASK AT YOUR LOCAL CROSSWAYS HOUSE 
DRAGON STOCKIST PLEASE ADD sop POST AND PACKING PER GAME. WE NEEOLUTTERWORTH ROAD, SLABY, LEICESTER SEND S.AE FOR FULL LIST OF SCREEN SHOTS. WE NOW HAVE OVER YOUR GAME !TELEPHONE: 0533-773641. TELEX: 342829 DYNA-G 30 TITLES IN OUR RANGE. SENONOW 
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• 
Arcade 
Hit 
Program Moon Cresta 
Price £7.95 
Supplier Incentive Software , 
54 London Street, Reading, 
RG1 4SQ. Tel : (0734) 591678 

ONE MORE go ... just one 
more go and I'll crack it. This is 
something you will say a lot 
when you part with your hard 
earned pennies in exchange 
for a copy of Incentive's latest 
release Moon Cresta. In fact 
you will probably say it for 
hours on end day after day. It's 
not that this game is addictive 
you understand ; just one more 
go and I'll leave it alone, just 
one more go. 

For those of you too young to 
remember the original arcade 
version of Moon Cresta, it was 
probably the first machine that 
I ever saw with a queue of 
people waiting to play it. 

It has that marvellous quality 
that allows everyone to play a 

reasonable game straight 
away but gets progressively 
harder the better you become. 
You can never say that you 
have mastered it, it will always 
get the better of you in the end. 

Incentive have obtained. the 
official licence for the game 
from the originators Nichibut
su , and John Martin (the au
thor) has produced the most 
faithful arcade copy that I have 
ever seen. 

If you like the space shoot 
'em up games then this must 
be the king of them all . 

To aid you in blasting the 
cold eyes, supper flies, four
D's, meteo's and atomic piles, 
you are given a spaceship that 
consists of three parts, each 
having its own weaponry. If 
you successfully manage to 
repel four waves of inevitable 
aliens, then you are given the 
chance to dock your craft with 
the next section. If successful 
then you can double your fire
power and (in theory) make life 
much easier for yourself. You 
start with just the top section of 
the spacecraft, with only one 
gun , and if you dock with the 

other two sections2 'iO_u _e~d up 
with five. 

For those who think they 
have pretty good reactions 
when it comes to arcade 
games, if you manage to 
obtain a score in excess of 
30,000 you will be given a 
secret message. 

This enables you to enter 
a draw to win a real Moon 
Cresta arcade machine. 

OK, so it's basically straight
forward left/righUfire stuff 
but if you like fast arcade action 
and are not frightened of 
spending all your waking hours 
muttering 'just one more go' 
then get your wallet out and 
buy yourself a copy. 

Roy Coates 

Editor 
Program Diskpix - Supplied 
on tape (Disc compatible) 
Price £3. 
Supplier: Pamcomms Ltd. , 21 
Wycombe Lane, Wooburn 
Green, High Wycombe, Bucks 
HP10 OHO. 
Diskpix is a quite powerfuT 
graphics editor supplied on 
cassette, but readily transfer
rable to disc. Side One of the 
tape contains the program, 
plus some demonstration 
programs. After loading the 
program checks if Dragonos is 
present (by looking at where 
the graphics pages start in 
RAM) and adjusts itself to 
operate with tape only, or disc 
and tape as applicable. 

The software is supplied 
with the usual well written 
manual from Pamcomms. 

The basic idea behind Disk
pix is that graphics pages can 
be created and edited down to 
pixel accuracy and then saved 
for use in other programs, or as 
character sets. The whole 
thing is completely menu 
driven in the usual Pamcomms 
'!!.~· 

The editing is done on a mag
nified vers)on of the block, using 
the cursor keys to point to the 
required pixel , and then press

ing the required colour number 
to fill in the pixel. It is also 
possible to clear the whole 
block to one colour for fast 
filling in . 

Other editing functions in
clude use of GET/PUT and 
copying and moving graphics 
pages around. Anyone who 
has a copy of Dragon Data's 
Pixel Editor (remember that?) 
will be interested to know that 
Diskpix files are compatible 
with those output by it. 

Supplied with fhe program 
are character sets for use in 
Pmode 3, 20 columns, and 
Pmode 4, 42 and 51 columns. 
The demonstration programs 
include a nice version of the 
'sliding puzzle' puzzle game, 
which unfortunately runs 
rather slowly in parts (a little 
machine code could go a long 
way here!) . 

All of the programs are total
ly unprotected and would be of 
interest to anyone new to prog
ramming in Basic graphics. 
However, the best thing about 
this software is its price, just £3 
for a genuinely useful program, 
which once again shows just 
what skilful Basic program
ming can achieve. 

Brian Cadge 

Control 
Program Printer Control 
(Disc) - Dragondos/Cumana 
2.0 dos. 

Price from £20 

Supplier MacGowan Consul

tants, 6 Arnhem Drive, Cay

thorpe, Nr. Grantham, Lines. 

NG32 300 


MacGOWAN'S powerful word
processor Printer Control has, 
at last, appeared on disc. I 
reviewed the cassette version 
back in the August '85 issue of 
Dragon User and gave it 5 
out-of 5. All of the original 
functions have been kept in the 
disc version, these were ex
plained in the original review, 
so I won 't go through them all 
again here, but for anyone new 
to this program, what you get is 
a very powerful wordpro
cessor, (40 column screen) 
and a simple graphics editor. 

The big difference between 
this and other wordprocessors 
is that MacGowan will supply a 
custom version to suit almost 
any printer (they claim to have 
done 57 varieties so far) . 

So tOfhe disc version ; a four 
page supplement is supplied to 
augment the main manual, ex
plaining the slight differences 
in operation. A useful, and very 

necessary option for upgrad
ers is the 'extension ' program. 
This is loaded into the high-res 
pages used for the 40 column 
display and so does not affect 
any text file to RAM when 
called (the display reverts to 32 
column). The extension menu. 
allows access to Dragondos 
functions such as DIR, DSKl
NIT, KILL, RENAME ect. It also 
allows loading and saving of 
files to cassette. 

Unlike thecassette version, 
the disc version only runs in 
32k mode; it will not access the 
additional 32k on a Dragon 64. 
A little extra programming 
could have made it possible to 
use all of the available RAM 
surely? Printer Control was 
one of the first (and only 
programs to use the extra 32k 
on the 64. 

Cassette owners will be glad 
to hear that MacGowan are 
offering an upgrade service, 
which depending on your prin
ter type, will cost between £1 o 
and £18 to replace your cas
sette with a disc and sup
plementary manual - a little 
expensive maybe, but at least 
they are offering the service to 
those who want it! 

Brian Cadge
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Dragon-32 Computers. 

zine to buy. 

the Hill too! 

' '" "'.. .., 

DON'T FORGET! 


The Dragon Computer Show 

at 

Ossett Town Hall 

(just off Junct. 40 on M1) 

SATURDAY, MAY 31, 10.00-4.00 

Terrific bargains from the major retailers and lots 


of demonstrations. 


Adults-£1.00. Children and OAPs- 50p 


For further details ring BORDON (04203) 5970 

The RAINBOW is the biggest and 
best magazine available for the TRS
80® Color, TDP-100, MC-10 and 

And no wonder! It 's over 300 pages 
thick each month .. . pages brimming 
with programs, product reviews, 
tutorials , columns. hints and tips 
about your computer. Yes, it is consi
dered " the" Color Computer maga

Don 't delay . For only $28 you can 
get the Rainbow every month of the 
year . Then your Coco will be Kon.g of 

U.K. Subscription rates 
U.S. $65 surface rate 
U.S. $100 air rate 

the Rainbow 9529 U.S. Highway 42 
502/228-4492 PO. Box 209 Subscr1pt1ons to the RAINBOW are 

$28 a year 1n the Un ited Sta tesProspecl. Ky. 40059 
Canadian and M exican ra!e

YES' Sign me up for a yea r (12 issues) of th e RAINBOW. U S $35 . surface rate to ot her 

Name ____ . 
 cou ntries US 565. air rat e 

Address ___ U S $100 All subscfl p!lons 


City _ _ _ State Zip begin w 11h the currentEJ issue Please allowPayme nt Enclosed up to 5-6 weeks 

Charge VISA MasterCard American Express for first copy 

My Account• Interbank" (MC only) 


· Signature Card Expiration Date 


......- ... ·
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On-line Computing 

Beginning an occasional series, Roy Cotes takes a look at communications - starting with 

THE FASCINATING world of bulletin 
boards and other telephone-line-orientated 
information systems has been available to 
home micro users for quite some time now, 
and Compusense have just produced two 
packages which enable Dragon 64 users 
running Flex (and soon for OS9) to exploit 
just about any of these systems regardless 
of transmission speed or data format. The 
two packages are Chatplus 2 and View
data. 

Although there are many modems avail
able on the market priced from £50 up to 
well over £200 the software has been 
written with the Demon modem in mind 
(although any other modem should work 
quite happily with this software). /

Although the Demon modem is not BT 
approved, it is becoming more and more 
popular amongst the bulletin board users, 
owing to its excellent features per pound 
spent ratio . Having made enquiries through 
many of the bulletin boards, I could not find 
anyone who had anything but praise for the 
Demon. In fact , there are some bulletin 
board services which actually use a Demon 
modem as their link to the telephone 
network and hence to the user! 

Demon 
The Demon supports auto-dialling, ori

ginate and answer modes, either Bell or 
European telephone standards which en
ables those transatlantic calls to be made 
(preferably on some one else's phone bill!) 
and data transmit/receive speeds of be
tween 75 baud and 1200 baud. 

Physically, the modem is well con
structed both inside and out, and being 
housed in a plastic box which is roughly the 
same size as a single disk drive, you won't 
have to fight for more table space to 
accommodate it. 

The connections to the unit are made via 
flying leads which exit from the rear of the 
case. These are the power cable, the 
telephone cable, and the RS232 cable. The 
power for the Demon is derived from a 
transformer which forms an integral part of 
the mains plug. The telephone cable is 
terminated in a standard BT-type phone 
plug, and the RS232 cable is a 5-pin 
'domino'-type DIN plug suitable for a BBC 
computer, although a suitable adaptor is 
available from the suppliers Compusense. 

The first of the packages, Viewdata, 
allows a user with an appropriate modem to 
connect up to any of the Viewdata services 
such as the Prestel/Micronet systems 
which have proved so popular with BBC 
owners owing to the block graphics em
ployed by the system (BBC MODE?) . The 
Viewdata package shows a 40 x 24 charac
ter display as used by Prestel and the 
character set contains all the necessary 

Chatplus 2 and Viewdata 

block graphics to display the Prestel pic
tures. Even though the Dragon's limited 
display capabilities restrict this package to 
two colour operation, the effect is very 
impressive. The package allows the user to 
save, review and print frames from 
whichever system is being used. Flex 
commands may also be passed to the DOS 
for processing whilst the Viewdata package 
is in use. 

Chatplus 
The Chatplus package· is a very compre

hensive communications package with a 
multitude of options to allow connection to 
either bulletin boards via the BT network or 
to another Dragon (or any other RS232 
computer sytem) using receive and trans
mit speeds of between 75 baud and 19200 
baud. The data format (start/stop bits, 
number of data bits, parity, etc) is complete
ly variable, with the most common settings 
being held ready at the press of a key. The 
default settings on invoking the program 
were used quite happily with all bulletin 
boards accessed for this review. 

Like Viewdata, Chatplus 2 allows auto-. 
dialling for either data or voice calls . This . 
feature is enhanced by the use of an on-line 
telephone directory which utilises a text file 
stored on disk containing the names, phone 
numbers and all the setting up details 
requi red for every entry, so that by simply 
typing the name of the bulletin board or 
person that you wish to contact, Chatplus 2 
will retrieve the setting up details and phone 
number from the disk file , phone the chosen 
number, and either put you on-line or 
prompt you to pick up the phone without 
any intermediate user intervention. For the 
secretive amongst us, Chatplus 2 has an 
option which allows bulletin board pass
words, etc, to be protected from prying eyes 
by substituting an asterisk (*) for each 
character typed until the < ENTER> key is 
pressed. 

Because the flow control may be toggled 
between either the DTR or X-ON/X-OFF 
forms of protocol , Chatplus 2 allows the 
Dragon to be connected directly to all sorts 
of other computer sytems. For the purpose 
of this review a Dragon 64 was connected 
directly to another Dragon 64 and informa
tion passed back and forth with no errors at 
9600 baud. Connection was also made to 
both a DEC-VAX-11 /780 cluster running 
under the VMS system and a DEC PDP-11 I 
34 system running under RSX11-M. Again 
information was passed back and forth at 
9600 baud and at 1200 baud with no errors. 

The only problem with using a Dragon on 
a main-frame system is that of terminal 
emulation. Most mainframes expect the 
user to be using a specific type of terminal 
in order to utilise screen-editors and ap
plications packages. Maybe a few terminai 

.emulation packages could be made avail
able? (Chatplus 3??) . . 

The ability to up-load and down-load files 
enables information ·and programs on the 
bulleting board systems and mainframes to 
be down-loaded into the Dragon's memory 
or on to the Dragon's disk, and files already 
held on the disk may be up-loaded to the file 
area on the host sytem. 

Compusense have also written a prog
ram designed to run either as a stand-alone 
package or from within the Chatplus 2 
program. It allows the transfer of data to or 
from the Dragon, using the XMODEM 
protocol found on many of the. bulletin 
board services. I have only had time to use 
this software once to upload and download 
a program listing from a bulletin board and 
this worked with no problems encountered. 
The XMODEM standard of data transfer 
includes a checksum routine, which means 
that all incoming data is checked for validity 
before being stored. If an error is detected 
then the block is re-sent until either the data 
received is correct or the transfer fails more 
than a specific number of times. (This may 
be pre-set by the user.) 

In conclusion, all the features of both 
software packages and trhe Demon mod
em worked as advertised. The software 
was fast, easy to use and reliable. If you 
have a modem and can stand the phone bill 
then you can 't really go wrong with either of 
these packages - but you'll need a 64 
running Flex, remember. 

Extras 
The only additional cost, for those who 

wish to access it, is the membership fee for 
the Prestel service. This is some £16.50 a 
quarter, but is good value if you are going to 
use it regularly. Prestel is only alocal call 
and there is an incredible amount of 
constantly updated information available to 
its users. Everything from the latest news 
and weather to Mailbox systems, second
hand car sales, photography hints and tips, 
etc, etc. 

Finally I would like to thank the Sysop's of 
all the bulletin boards that I have accessed 
whilst testing the software for this review. In 
particular the Tandy Users group bulletin 
board (TUG)), REACT, and the Liverpool 
Mailbox BBS. (The numbers for these are 
01-200 7577, 0376 518818 and 051-428 
8924 respectively.) ~ · 
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PEAKSOFT DRAGON 

SUPPLY CENTRE 


PRISM MODEM 
Enables you to join the fun on Micronet, Prestel, Radio Dragon and 1200175 

Viewdata bulletin boards! 

There are now FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND pages to explore on 

Micronet and Prestel alone, offering inter-active games, nationwide "chat" 

lines, a~vice on computer problems, tele-shopping, a micro market, 

electronic bank accounts, your own free mailbox . .. the list just goes on and 

on. 


The Prism Modem uses your phone line to. link your Dragon to mainframe 

computers throughout the country - the special cheap call rate costs just 

40p an hour. 


OUR BREAKTHROUGH PRICE IS JUST £64.95 complete with all leads 

and "plug-in-and-go" cartridge software, and including a FREE 3-month 

subscription to Micronet and a FREE copy of the Dragon User's 

Communications Directory. 


ONE DAY EVERY HOME WILL HAVE ONE 
- WE'RE OFFERING YOU THE FUTURE! 

TATUNG TP100 DOT MATRIX PRINTER 
This is the one we use - that's how highly we recommend it! Just look at 
these incredible features! 

* Standard friction AND tractor feeds * Graphics * Elite * Pica *"TRUE 
descenders ft Condensed * Large lettering * Subscript * Superscript
* Italic * Foreign fonts * Proportional * Underlining * Double strike 
(better than some pricey printers' "near letter quality"! * 100 letters-per
second printing * Epson compatible * Standard ribbon obtainable from 
office supply shops * 1 year warranty. 
But we've saved the best news to last - WE'RE OFFERING THIS 
INCREDIBLE PRINTER FOR JUST £199.95, INCLUDING A FREE 
DRAGON LEAD! 

NEW *** CITIZEN 120D *** NEW 
All the amazing features of the Tatung · PLUS * 4k buffer * 120 

letters-per-second printing * 25 letters-per-second in near letter quality 

mode * Epson and IBM compatible * Optional cut-sheet feeder * 2 year 

warranty. 

And the price? An unbelievable £249.951 (Lead £11.95 if required) 


PEAKSOFT BRAND NEW HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLIES £14.95 

complete. Compare this with the price of "reconditioned" units! 

DRAGON DATA DISK DRIVE COPPER-BOUND TRANSFORMERS 

£14.95. We tracked down the last in the country and bought the lot! 

Safeguard the future use of your disk drive while stocks last! 


** NEW ** DRAGON SWEAT SHIRTS (RRP £7.50) . Our price 

£4.99111 T-SHIRTS (RRP £3.50). Our price £2.491!! Please state S, M, Lor 

XL size. 

HALF-PRICE SPECIAL OFFER- For EACH £10 spent on other goods, 

order ONE sweat shirt for £2.49 or ONE T-shirt for £1.24!!1 HOW DO WE DO 

IT? 

*** NEW *** "I LOVE MY DRAGON" re-usable car sticker 

99p *** NEW *** 
LEADS: cassette £2.50, aerial £2.50, printer £11.95. DUST COVERS £2.95 

Dragon-compatible Omega DATA RECORDER £24.95 
Tape head ALIGNMENT KIT £3.95. AERIAL SPLITTER £3.95 

BINDERS for 12 Dragon Users: £4.40. (Supplied unmarked, with self
adhesive blank label.) 
CHEETAH 125 AUTOFIRE JOYSTICK with DRAGONISER £14.95. 
FOUR(ll) fire buttons plus autofirel Suitable for arcade-type games. 
DRAGONISER only (supply your own joystick) £11 .95. Unlike many 
conversions, our unique Peaksoft Dragoniser does NOT invalidate the 
joystick manufacturer's guarantee. 
PRO-STICKS £9.95 pair, £5.50 each. Genuine twin potentiometer floating 
joysticks, suitable for ALL Dragon games. (This type is necessary for Tim 
Love's Cricket and Worlds of Flight.) 
Plus .. . Dragon User back numbers at £1 each and thousands of the best 
Dragon books at crazy prices! (Please phone or send s.a.e. for details.) For 
fact sheets on Prism Modem & Tatung printer or information sheet 
"Choosing A Joystick" please send s.a.e. 
To order: Just note your name, address, computer and goods required on 
the back of your cheque or postal order. AccessNisa card-holders may 
phone their order to 0636 705230 at any time, day or night. All goods are 
POST FREE. We supply by return of post, subject to availability. Personal 
callers welcome- please phone first so that we can have your order ready . 
CASH ON DELIVERY on all orders over £40 - please send at least £5 
deposit and pay the balance to the postman (sums over £50 must be paid at 
your local Post Office). 

1.r+1nq3.1.1.11 PEAKSOFT 
. v~ 48 Queen Street, Balderton 


Newark, Notts NG24 3NS 

Tel: 0636 705230 


MAKING YOU GLAD YOU BOUGHT A DRAGON! 

STOP PRESS: Lots more exciting stock expected ... free list with all 
orders, or please send s.a.e. 

COMPUSENSE 

SUMMER 


SALE 

DASM/DEMON Cartridge £14.95 

EDIT + Cartri9ge £14.95 

BARGAIN PACK for DRAGON 
DOS/CUMANA DOS 

DASM/DEMON DYNAFAST/DYNAMISER/ 
DYNAXREF HIRES/EDIT+ all for £19.95 

SPECIAL BARGAIN PACKS for 
DRAGON FLEX 

FLEX/EDITOR/ ASSEMBLER/DBASIC/ 

DYNACALC/RMS/SP-EDIT £129.00 


DYNACALC/RMS/S-EDIT £75.00 

FLEX UTILITIES/DEBUG/ 


DIAGNOSTICS £55.00 


PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

for OS-9 


THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE 

AVAILABLE FOR THE DRAGON 


As originally commissioned by DRAGON DATA 

Volume 1 : Invoicing/Stock Control 


Volume 2: Sales Ledger/Purchase Ledger/Labelling 

now dramatically reduced to only £29.95 each 


or £44.95 for both 


DRAGON HARDWARE 
4-way expansion unit £125.00 

EPROM programmer £75.00 

RS232 - 1/0 module £49.50 


Sideways ROM £39.00 

Disk Drives for your DRAGON - check with us for the 


best prices - free diskettes with every disk drive 

5V4in diskettes (bulk pack) 10 for £10.00 


50 for £45.00 100 for £85.00 

CHAT COMBO - the complete modem package for 


DRAGON FLEX/DRAGON 64, CHATPLUS2 

+ CHAT/Viewdata + XMODEM £45.00 


Modems: DEMON (not BT approved) £69.95 

WS2000 (BT approved) £125.00 


DEMON Modem with cable and CHAT COMBO £99.95 

WS2000 modem with cable and CHAT COMBO £159.95 


DRAGONPLUS - the Ultimate Expansion for your 

DRAGON - 80 by 24 video - extra 64k memory £103.50 


EDIT+ for DRAGON DOS now includes software 

for DRAGONPLUS 

FLEX update disk £5.57 OS-9 Drivers £5.75 

Prices include VAT 

PLEASE ADD £2.00 to all orders for 


Postage and Packing 

VISA/ ACCESS/MASTERCHARGE 


credit cards accepted 


Stocks of some items are limited 
order now to avoid disappointment 

COMPUSENSE Ltd 
PO Box 160, Palmers Green 

London N13 5XA 

Fast mail order service 
Telephone orders on 01-882 0681/6936 
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Jaws! 

Just when you thought it was safe to go back to the keyboard . .. 

arcade action from Steve Gathercole. 

IMAGINE .yourself as a scuba diver out 
hunting fish. All you have to do is shoot the 
fish with your spear gun using the 'ENTER> 
key. There are three fish, two of which are 
moving up and down, but the third fish is 
coming towards you and you must not let it 
reach your side of the screen else you will 
lose a life. You score 100 points for the fish 
moving down, 60 points for the fish moving 
up ahd 40 points for the fish moving 
towards you. There is also a random . 
chance of an extra score - this happens if 
the fish coming towards you 'bumps' into . 
any of the other fish you will score whatever 
the fish bumped into is wortb, (after practice 
you can _learn how to make this happen). 

Shark 
·However, life is never that Simple and 

you find that your lead boots are too heavy 
so you have to keep pressing the <UP 
ARROW> key to stop yourself falling- also 
after a random amount of time a very nasty 
Shark appears. You are frozen stiff with, 
fright unable to move or shoot and your only 
chance to drop a depth charge on to the 
nose of the Shark. The depth charge . is 
located at the top of the screen and. is 
released by pressing the •ENTER• key, you 
must hit the Shark just in front of or on the 
nose, else the charge will not explode. If 
you hit the.Shark you gain 1,000 points; if 
you mis.s, the Shark will come straight for 
you .and eat you, (this is not a pretty sight). 

The game is in PMODE 4, uses bit 
movement for smooth graphics, several 
sound routines and has a simple hall of 
fame at the end. To enter the game proceed 
as follows: 

First type in LISTING 1 . this is the 
hexloader .• (as previously printed). Once 
RUN you will be asked for the start address, 
this is 28000. Type this in, press •ENTER> 
and you will be asked for the finish address, 
this is 31519. Type this in, press •ENTER>. 
and you musfoow.fype iri the first row of L 
digits up to but not including ttie = sign, 
(LISTING 2).. Press •ENTER>. You 
must now type in the checksum, this is; 
the number in the column after the = sign . 
Type this in and press •ENTER·...:..._ if all is 
well the ne~t address will be. displayed. To 
save the whole game to tape use CSAVEM 
"JAWS",28000,31519;28000. 

If you want to type in LISTING 2 in small 
parts, then wheh asked for the finish 
address type in the address you want to 

finish .at, then when you get the 
'OK' sign save to tape using 
CSAVEM"JAWS",28000,N,28000 where 
'N' is the finish address you specified. Don't 
forget to CLOADM each part before run
ning the hexloader next time. Each time you 
restart you . use the finish address you 

specified last time as you start address. 
To run the game type in EXEC 28000; if 

you have any problems, (with computing!!), 
contact me at 16 Hankinson's Est, Walpole 
St Andrew, Wisbech, Cambs ?NA PE14. 
Also I can supply a copy of the game for 
£1.50 which will include autorun. Good luck! 

Listing 1 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
UT 
70 
PUT 
80 
90 
100 
110 

CLS 
REM HEXLOADER - ENTER THE 
REM STRING OF HEX DIGITS FIRST 
R~M AND THEN THE CHECKSUM 
CLEAR200,27999 
PRINT"ENTER START ADDRESS";:INP 
START 
PRINT"'ENTER FINISH ADDRESS";: IN 

FINISH 
FOR 'N=START TO FINISH STEP 11 
PRINTN;":"; 

TT=0:INPUT A$:Z=0 
FOR G=l TO LEN(A$) STEP 2 

120 P=VAL("&H"+MID$CA$,G,2>> 
130 TT=TT+P:POKE (N+Z> ,P 
l40 Z=Z+l:NEXT 
150 PRINT" = "; 
160 INPUT T$ 
170 IF T$ <>HEX$CTT> THEN SOUND 20 
,30:PRINT"ERROR - ENTER LINE AGAIN 
": C~OTO 100 
180 NEXT 

Listing 2 28044 0000000000000000000000 = 0 
28055 0000000000000000000000 = 0 

28000 l60A2F0000000000000000 = 4F 28066 0000000000000000000000 = 0 
28011 0000000000000000000000 = 0 28077 0000000000000000000000 = 0 
28022 00000000000.00000000000 = 0 28088 0000000000000000000000 0= 
28033 ·0000000000000000000000 0 28099 0000000000000000000000= = 0 
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28110 0000000000000000000000 = 0 28792 E117006F1703F5867F8701 = 433 
28121 0000000000000000000000 = 0 28803 5186FFB70155808006815E = 505 
28132 0000000000000000000000 = 0 28814 2602202E13BE60653088E0 = 381 
28143 00008000FFE08000000C00 = 2E8 28825 108E60988600C62017FF90 = 4CF 
28154 0C000C000C000C000C000C = 48 28836 308840860C108E6F5417FF = 401 
28165 202C202C202C102C082807 = 157 28847 91BF6D658C198025068E19 = 419 
28176 E0002C004C008C010C020C = lFF 28858 608F6065358613BE606510 = 48F 
:;j:'.8187 040C0BEC102C202C202C20 = lFB 28869 8E60988600C62017FF7230 = 4C4 
28198 2C202C202C318431843184 = 2E3 28880 88E0860C108E6F2417FF66 = 4A7 
28209 318431843184318433A833 = 3E2 28891 BF60658C088022068E08A0 = 403 
28220 A837883DB03DB039A007C0 = 511 28902 8F6D6535863436866D7681 = 500 
28231 14303A0C10000E80070003 = 13F 28913 00102700A5C60386021CFE = 347 
28242 8001C002E0017020881058 = 304 28924 BE60671700A930011700A4 = 33E 
28253 0FE03158FF7831B0808180 = 50E 28935 300117009F4A26EBBE6067 = 304 
28264 BOC000630875A0781C212C = 481 28946 30882 08F60675A26003088 = 480 
28275 4C089A37F9A80842252648 = 473 28957 A0BF6D67F660725AF76072 = 638 
28286 9A59049698107009000900 = 2C4 28968 2671C604F76072BE606730 = 4F9 
28297 0100000300000600E00E00 = F8 28979 018F60678660694CB76069 = 4F9 
28:308 7C1E0038FFF01FF6FC0018 = 4F0 28990 BE60673088E0A684810027 = 4FC 
28319 7E0030FE03FFFF00000F00 = 3C9 29001 53C60A8E00328F6D801704 = 3AA 
28330 01070000870000CE0000FE = 258 29012 48301F5A26F54FB7607010 = 40C 
28341 0000F80000F00000E00000 = 2C8 29023 8E60988E6D608605C61F17 = 482 
28352 C000010000030008000600 = 02 29034 FEC4301F17FEBFBE606786 = 5FO 
28363 18E00E00387C1E007038FF = 382 29045 03C62017FEA9861A876D69 = 404 
28374 F8F01FF6FFF000187FF000 = 676 29056 17031117033C1700541700 = 103 
28385 30FF3003FFF01800000008 = 37E 29067 5117004E170048BE608A30 = 2FO 
2~396 0003000800060018000E00 = 37 29078 8819BF608A3586BE606730 = 504 
28407 38001E0070FFFFF8F07BF6 = 610 29089 8860A684810026A3358634 = 478 
28418 FFF03F1B7FF005FFF03000 = 50C 29100 36E68456E78435863436F6 = 5AC 
28429 0000180000000808121C3A = 90 29111 6077C101271EBE60653089 = 434 
28440 3F7A47FA888A1C00200040 = 388 29122 0164BF6D67108E60F18603 = 470 
28451 00000DF6780010F7F40010 = 3A0 29133 C62017FE528E001EBF6080 = 4A5 
28462 F7EC08120AF41C3BFE7E3F = 500 29144 1703C235863436C60ABE60 = 42C 

28473 7BOE8247FB844488886838 = 5CB 29155 883001BF60885A26F58E1C = 48C 
28484 1C00C00020006000400030 = lCC 29166 6C108E6082A6A44C810A27 = 441 
28495 00007F07000000F678001D = 2EE 29177 13A7A4C60830C36F841F02 = 440 
28506 F7F40010F7ECFE120AF40E = 607 29188 8608C61Fl7FE2535864FA7 = 48E 
28517 3BFE7E067BDE8215FBB444 = 5A0 29199 A43420C60830C36F841F02 = 30A 
28528 388868384F00C000800060 = 355 29210 8608C61Fl7FE0F35203121 = 33E 
28539 0000003000007F070078CC = 2CA 29221 301F8C1C6826C735863436 = 3A1 
28550 CCCCCCCCCC783070803030 = 624 29232 BE609410BE6D98108F6D96 = 564 
28561 3030FC78FC8C0C3870FCFC = 608 29243 BF6096358634368E6092BF = 593 
28572 78CC8C38388CCC78808090 = 5A0 29254 609435863436BE6090BF60 = 530 
28583 90FCFC1010FCFCC0F8FC0C = 760 29265 9235B63436BE608EBF6090 55C 
28594 FCF83C7CC0F8FCCCFC78FC = 89C 29276 35B63436BE608C8F608E35 = 4FB 
28605 FC0C0Cl83070E078CCCC78 = 534 29287 B6343610BE60968E05AB9F = 4CE 
28616 CCCCCC7878FCCCFC7C0CFC = 79C 29298 8817003El0BE6D948E056B = 3AA 
28627 F8FCC480FCE4049CFCFC80 = 830 29309 9F8817003210BE60928E05 = 300 
28638 80C0C0C0FCFCFC8484C4C4 = 844 29320 2B9F8817002610BE60908E = 3E8 
28649 C4FCFCFC8C84C4F8C4C4C4 = 800 29331 04EB9F8817001A10BE608E = 410 
28660 FC8080F0F0C0FCFCC0C0C0 = 804 29342 8E04AB9F8817000E10BE60 = 3C4 
28671 C0808080FC202020203030 = 41C 29353 8C8E04689F881700023586 = 384 
28682 3030C4C4C484844C3830FC = 564 29364 34360F6FlF20BD957A35B6 = 30E 
28693 E080F0F0809CFC7CCC80F8 = 818 2·~375 8601B7FF22867EB7FFC387 = 693 
28704 7C04CCF83476EEA1EF843A = 62A 29386 FFC587FFC78E04008660A7 = 660 
28715 4A26F835F63436A7E2A6A0 = 5CC 29397 808C060026F98E04688671 = 422 
28726 A7803A6AE426F7326135~6 = 54A 29408 A7843088404C817726F68E = 5 11 
28737 3476EEA1EF84EEA1EF023A = 666 29419 0469C606866EA784308840 = 450 
28748 4A26F435F634368E0FA030 = 466 29430 5A26F88E040Cl08E73F5A6 = 4C2 
28759 1F8C000026F935863476A7 = 406 29441 A0A780108C73FA26F68E04 = 57E 

28770 E2EEA1EF81A6A0A7803A6A = 6F2 29452 25108E73FAA6A0A780108C = 539 

28781 E426F3326135F634361703 = 43F 29463 740026F6BE6088BC608C25 = 52A 
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29474 1D17FF0817FF1717FF1E17 = 383 

29485 FF2517FF2CBF6D8C108E04 = 4C0 

29496 68108F6D6316007A8C6D8E = 451 

29507 251A17FEE617FEF517FEFC = 655 

29518 17FF03BF6D8E108E04A810 = 430 

29529 8F6D631600588C6D901025 = 3EE 

29540 001717FEC517FED417FE08 = 5CA 

29551 8F6090108E04E8108F6D63 = 4E8 

29562 16003D8C6D92251317FEA9 = 404 

29573 17FE888F6D92108E052A10 = 468 

29584 8F606320258C6D94251017 = 300 

29595 FE918F6D94108E0568108F = 52C 

29606 6D632010BC6D962508108E = 380 

29617 05A8108F6D638F6D9617FE = 526 

29628 A88E05E7108E73E5A6A0A7 = 608 

29639 80108C73F526F6B0800681 = 564 

29650 5910270388814E10270030 = 284 

29661 17003217FC6E20E9414E4F = 381 

29672 5448455260474F6068596F = 389 

29683 4E690A0117136002192013 = 19A 

29694 1405160520070114080512 = 8F 

29705 030F0C058E04009F883436 = 246 

29716 8E6063C60A301DA6848840 = 49D 
29727 A7805A26F7170176358634 = 448 

29738 3686FF238A0887FF238E00 . = 507 

29749 0186FDB7FF2080167FFF20 = 598 

29760 801130018C00FE25E086FF = 520 

29771 2384F7B7FF2335861F1231 = 4C4 

29782 3F22FC393436866D768101 = 418 

29793 270FB080068100260817FO = 349 

29804 4786018760763586343686 = 473 

29815 6D69811A25154F87607687 = 448 

29826 6D69108E6D98BE60678603 = 494 

29837 C62017FB9235B634368660 = 502 

29848 7081012723108E60988E60 ·- 417 

29859 6D8605C61F17F88580978E = 556 

2'~870 F60116C18F2502C68F8620 = 47F 

29881 30C3095EFD6D6035863436 = 493 

29892 F66D70C101271C8E606010 = 480 

29903 8E6E5F8605C61F17F85786 = 48A 

29914 01876D70C608F760745FF7 = 59E 

29925 6D7F3586343613C6051CFE = 439 

29936 BE6D6D17009E301F170099 = 34C 

29947 8E6D6D308820BF6D605A26 = 489 

29958 E73089FF60BF6D60F66D74 = 66F 

29'~69 5AF76D742656C608F76074 = 554 

29980 F6607F5CF76D7FC1192511 = 531 

29991 5FF76D7FF76D7DF66D7E5A = 65E 

30002 F76D7E1701A18E6D6D301F = 482 

30013 8F6D6D8D978EF60116C17D = 5C6 

30024 2225BE606D108E6D988605 = 400 

:30035 C61F17FAD83088408C1A5F = 4CB 

30046 25033088C08F6D60108E6E = 445 

30057 5F17FAC335868E606D108E = 554 

30068 60988605C61F17FAB33088 = 4Fl 

:30079 C08C08DF22033088408F60 = 47C 

30090 6D108E6E5F17FA9E200934 = 484 

30101 36E68459E7843586343686 = 56F 

30112 FF238A0887FF238E000186 = 4A2 

30123 FDB7FF208D167FFF208011 = 582 

30134 30018C608025ED86FF2384 = 548 

'.30145 F787FF2335861F12313F26 = 482 


30156 FC398E6D8A301FBF608A8C = 578 

30167 00012204102702F9F66D7E = 33A 

30178 C1001027FCD71602853436 = 402 

30189 8E6D79108E6D988605C61F = 487 

30200 17FA353088E08F6D798C08 = 517 

:30211 8022068E164F8F6079108E = 30E 

:30222 6E5F17FA1D17002F358634 = 360 

30233 368E6078108E6D988605C6 = 400 

30244 1F17FA083088208F6D788C = 443 

30255 1A3625068E08898F6D7810 = 381 

30266 8E6E5F17F9F017004C3586 = 4A9 

30277 34368E6D793088DFC607A6 = 518 

30288 84810026083088205A26F4 = 37F 

30299 3586BE6D79108E6D988605 = 480 

30310 C61F17F9C58E164F8F6079 = 552 

30321 C6068E001E8F6D8017FF21 = 458 

30332 301F17F85C5A26F28E608A = 4E4 

30343 3088238F6D8A20CC3436BE = 4A5 
30354 6D7830880FC606A6848100 = 4F6 
30365 26083088205A26F435868E = 423 

30376 6078108E60988605C61F17 = 412 

30387 F9788E0889BF6078C60A8E = 5C8 

30398 003C8F608017FE07301F17 = 43A 

30409 FB125A26F28E608A308823 = 50F 

30420 BF608A20CC3436108E0004 = 3AE 

30431 8E1C77C607A68443A78430 = 486 

30442 015A26F63088198C107025 = 393 

30453 EC17F030313F108C000026 = 362 

30464 DEF6607E860830C36F841F = 55F 

30475 028E1C708608C61F17F91A = 3C6 

30486 3586343613C60A86011CFE = 309 

30497 8E606F300317FE68301F17 = 383 

30508 FE66301F17FE61301F17FE = 480 

30519 5C301F17FE574A260F8E60 = 491 

30530 6F3088208F606F5A260130 = 463 

30541 89FEC08F606FF660755AF7 = 708 

30552 60752616C608F760758E60 = 4F0 

30563 6F301F800FF660715CF760 = 4EE 

30574 711702EA8F606F35863436 = 464 

30585 F66071C11225108E606F30 = 4A6 

30596 1F108E6EC4860AC62017F8 = 474 

30607 81358686F587FFC387FFC5 = 808 

30618 87FFC786FF2284078AF887 = 718 

30629 FF228E06004FA7808C1E00 = 305 

30640 26F88E0600C62086FFA780 = 544 

30651 5A26FB3088408C086025EF = 478 

30662 108E6DF78E06488600C620 = 45A 

30673 17F850300231H81A108C6E = 38E 

30684 5F26EE8E1C20C62086FFA7 = 54F 

30695 805A26F93088408C1DE125 = 4A0 

30706 EF108E6FD48E1C628608C6 = 530 

30717 1F17F82F30013128108C6F = 2F2 

30728 FC26EF8E1C77108E6FFC17 = 552 

30739 F81831283001108C702426 = 2F3 

30750 F3108E6F848E1C6817F807 = 4AC 

30761 30018C1C6E26F6108E6F9C = 40C 

30772 8E1C7D17F7F68E08A8BF6D = 595 

30783 688E1280BF60658E164F8F = 4CE 

30794 6D798E0889BF607BC604F7 = 590 

30805 6072C608F760754F876073 = 56C 

30816 8760788760718760778760 = 5F0 

30827 76876D69876070876D7F8E = 505 
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30838 
30849 
30860 
30871 
30882 
30893 
30904 
30915 
30926 
30937 
30948 
30959 
30970 
3,;,931 
30992 
31003 
31014 
31025 
31036 
31047 
31058 

0000BF6D88BF6D82BF6D84 
BF6D86C608F760748E00FA 
BF6D8AC603F76D7E8E00FF 
BF6D8A8E08A88F60688E60 
68108E6E648605C61F17F7 
8217F7C317F8A617F83417 
FBBA17F7B717F89A17F828 
17FBAE17FBCB17F8F617FC 
1A17FD1917FD4316FCF6C6 
01F76D77108E6D98BE6D60 
8605C61F17F745301F17F7 
4017FB36BE607817F73717 
FB2DBE6D7917F72E17FB24 
BE60678603C62017F71530 
0117F71017FB12BE606530 
881CBF6D6F108E6EEC860A 
C62017F716863217FC604A 
26FA17FOE2F66073C10110 
2701381700C2170007F660 
7EC1001027F971F66071C1 
1A270220DC86063402BE60 

31069 6F108E6D98860AC62017F6 

31080 
31091 
31102 
31113 
31124 
31135 
31146 
31157 
:31168 
31179 
31190 
31201 
31212 
31223 
31234 
31245 
31256 
31267 

08108E6E888613C61017F6 
EB17FAB2108E609817F6E1 
108E6EEC860AC62017F688 
17FA9035024A26C8BE6065 
108E6F148608C62017F685 
17F6A~108E6D9817F67830 
8820BF60658C1A4025008E 
1280BF6065F6607E5AF760 
7E17FD15108E6098BE6068 
8608C61F17F65E861AB76D 
698604876D724F87607687 
6071876077876078F66D7E 
C100220316F8CCBE606F10 
8E6D98860CC62017F64016 
FE903436BE6D688C08A822 
0CB0800681002605C601F7 
6D7835B63436F66078C100 
27358E6D68108E60988605 . 

31278 C61F17F5FD308820BF6D68 

:31289 
31300 
31311 
31322 
31333 
31344 
31355 
31366 
31377 
31388 
:31399 
31410 
31421 
31432 
31443 
31454 
.31465 
31476 
31487 
31498 
31509 

108E6E6417F5F08C1A0025 
15108E60988605C61F17F5 
E03088E08F60684FB76D78 
35863436BE6D683001C605 
A68481C822083088205A26 
F43586C601F76D7320F7BE 
6D6F108E6E698611C62017 
F59C170067C664108E003F 
10BF6D8017F74517FB025A 
26F7BE6D6F108E60988613 
C62017F59517F97A108E6D 
98BE6D688605C61F17F573 
F66D7E860830C36F841F02 
8E1C7D8608C61F17F55E17 
FAC8861AB7606986048760 
724F876076876D71876077 
B7607887607316FDA23436 
86FF238A0887FF237F0147 
8E8888A680800A7A014726 
F7B6FF233586840147B7FF 
20108E012C313F26FC3939 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
.
= 
= 
= 

512 
5E0 
5EE 
586 
459 
565 
650 
688 
56C 
517 
420 
48A 
53E 
454 
403 
4C7 
48C 
5BE 
380 
575 
32C 
495 
4F8 
6 3 F 
533 
4AO 
427 
517 
4AF 
5C2 
4E0 
4A2 
529 
5F6 
46A 
46E 
4EC 
3C6 
406 
420 
550 
437 
434 
5FA 
3E7 
3F5 
652 
3E5 
416 
47D 
4F3 
51C 
51D 
483 
418 
590 
588 
552 
50A 
473 
66C 
2EF 

MAKE YOUR 

DRAGON USEFUL! 


With our great value hardware 
and software deals! 

SUPER DEAL 1 : Single Drive System ARP 
CUMANA Single 40-Track Drive 180K £223.45 
SHAREBOX (or similar) £ 16.99 

TOT AL PRICE £240.44 
SAVE £30 OUR PRICE 

SUPER DEAL 2: Dual Drive System 
CUMANA Dual 40-Track Drive 360K 
+ CASHBOX (or other business progr;:im) 

TOTAL VALUE 
SAVE £45 OUR PRICE 

£209.95 

£345.45 
£ 19.99 
£365.44 
£319.95 

· All Prices include VAT and delivery. 

SOFTWARE FOR DRAGON 32/64/128 
AND DRAGONDOS/CUMANA DOS 2.0 

Professionally written programs for home, clubs, and 
small business, with random access disk filing and 
our 42 x 24 screen with true lowercase. 

MONEYBOX Personal accounts £14.99 
Controls income and expenses, for bank account, 
credit card, etc. Forecasting, budgeting. Optional 
VAT analysis for use as small" business cashbook. 
MAILBOX Mailing list £16.99 
Stores names, addresses and up to 10 user-defined 
fields. Selects records by multiple tests. Prints labels, 
letter-starts, prints or displays reports. 
SHAREBOX Stocks and shares £16.99 
Prints or displays share valuations, capital gains, 
dividends and tax credits, income forecast, price 
changes, draws graphs of price trends. 
SALESBOX Sales Ledger £19.99 
Balance brought forward with 4 debt periods. Can 
print statements, aged debt analysis, daybooks, 
labels, nominal code report. Can link to CASHBOX. 
BILLSBOX Purchase Ledger £19.99 
Balance brought forward with 4 debt periods. Can 
print remittance notes, aged credit list, labels, 
daybooks, nominal code report. Can link to 
CASHBOX. 
CASHBOX Nominal Ledger £19.99 
Double entry system posting debits/credits to up to 
999 accounts. Prints trial balance, balance sheet, 
profit and loss, budgets, forecasts, audit trail. Can 
read SALESBOX/BILLSBOX files. 
STOCKBOX Stock control £19.99 
Records sales, orders, deliveries. Prints low stock 
list, orders due, valuation, turnover, price list, stock 
movements. Can bulk change prices. 
ORDERBOX Invoicing £16.99 
Prints invoices, etc, on plain or pre-printed paper. 
Can link to SALESBOX or STOCKBOX. 

Cheques!POs/Further details/Dealer 
enquiries to: 

HARRIS MICRO SOFTWARE 

49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middlesex 

TW3 4HP. Tel: (01) 570 8335 
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Changing bases 

Part four of our machine code series - this month Jason Orbaum looks at Numerology 

HELLO, and welcome to Part Four of the 
series that looks set to make 'War and 
Peace' look like a pamphlet. And there is 
something very different about this month's 
tutorial .. . Yes, I'm writing it in the first 
person singular. There's a very good 
reason for th is: 

About three weeks ago Geoffrey came 
into my room at about eight o'clock and 
said : " I hope you don't mi!1d Jason, I used 
your toothbrush." 

' 'I'm sorry Geoffrey," I replied, "but I do 
object actually because you have plaque 
and gum disease and lots of other horrible 
things like that." 

"That's all right," he said, "I used it to 
clean my shoes." 

Suffice is to say that Geoffrey is now 
seeking new accommodation . But will re
turn in a conditional branch next issue! 

And so to work. Firstly an apology. We 
promised "a complete explanation of the 
assembler directives, full coverage of 
addressing modes and a tutorial on the 
branch instructions," last month, but in fact 
these things will follow in later articles. This 
month there are some more important 
things which it occurs to me need explana
tion, namely, base numerology (as prom
ised) memory organisation, and the precise 
meaning of single and double precision. 

Numbers 
Firstly then, base numerology. The way I 

intend to teach it is the way I myself was 
taught. Although the next few paragraphs 
may appear patronising and an insult to the 
intellect, they are written assuming a total 
lack of mathematical knowledge, as base 
numerology simply must be understood if 
machine code programming is to be 
achieved with ease (it is quite possible to 
program in decimal only, but what about 
reading dis-assembled code or writing in a 
way where the numbers actually mean 
something)? 

The base numerology lesson runs thus: 
1) We live on a planet where the 

dominant species is the human being. 
Humans in general have ten fingers. There
fore, the best counting system to use is one 
which works in multiples often; one in base 
ten (known as decimal) . 

2) We therefore have ten digits (zero to 
nine) which can be used to describe any 
real , rational, non-infinite number. 

3) A number is arranged in columns each 
of which stands for a multiple, or to be more 
precise, a POWER of ten. The powers of · 
ten are . more clearly explained in the 
following 'table'. 

10°: Ten to the power zero: 1 =1 
101

: Ten to the (power) one : 1.10=10 
102

: Ten squared : 1.10.10=100 
103

: Ten cubed : 1.10.10.10=1000 

104
: Ten to the four: 1.10.10.10.10= 


10000 

105: Ten to the five: 1.10.10.10.10.10= 

100000 

and so on up until ten to the power infinity 

which is a number too big to represent! (NB 

in this table the dot represents a multiplier, 

ie, 10.10 = 10 x 10 = 100. 


We can see that to write ten to the power 
'X' where X is any number between zero 
and infinity we simply write a one with X 
number of zeros after it. Very simple really! 
So what use is it? 

. 	 4) Any number can be written in word 
form in three standard ways, which are the 
ways the number can be spoken. Thus the 
number 12 can be written as "twelve" or 
"one lot of ten and two units" or "one lot of 
ten to the power one and two lots of ten to 
the power zero". The last is both the most 
useful and the most appropriate to base 
numerology of the three. The reasons for 
this require demonstration thus : 

Demo 
Take this number: 1159395129. It can be 
expressed in each of the three ways: 
A) "One thousand one hundred and fifty 
nine million three hundred and ninety five 
thousand one hundred and twenty nine." 
B) "One lot of a thousand million, one lot of 
a hundred million, five lots of ten million, 
nine lots of a million, three lots of a hundred 
thousand, nine lots of ten thousand, five 
lots of a thousand, one lot of a hundred, two 
lots of ten and nine units." 
C) "One lot of ten to the nine, one lot of ten 
to the eight, five lots of ten to the seven, 
nine lots of ten to the six, three lots of ten to 
the five, nine lots of ten to the four, five lots 
of ten to the three, one lot of ten to the two, 
two lots of ten to the one and nine lots of ten 
to the zero." 

Description (C) can be re-written in figures 
thus: 1159395129=1.109+1.108+5.107 + 
9.106 +3.105 +9.104 +5.103 +1.102 +2.101 

+9.10° 
It is arguable which of the word descrip

tions are easiest to get to from the original 
number, but it is obvious which word 
description is easiest to reach the number 
from. 

5) Let us now imagine a planet where the 
dominant race is a species with only eight 
fingers. The best system for them to use 
would be one that works in multiples of 
eight. The base eight system (known as 
octal). This system has eight digits (zero to 
seven) and any real, rational, non-infinite 
number can be represented within it. 

6) Every octal number is arranged in 
columns each of which stands for a power 
of eight thus: 
a0 

: Eight to the zero: 1 
81

: Eight to the one: 1.8=8 
82

: Eight squared: 1.8.8=64 
83

: Eight cubed: 1.8.8.8=512 
84

: Eight to the four: 1.8.8.8.8=4096 
85

: Eight to the five : 1.8.8.8.8.8=32768 
and so on up to eight to the power infinity 
which again is a number too big to be 
written down. 

7) Any number in octal can be written 
down in words in one of three ways, again 
these are the ways the number can be 
spoken. Thus the number 128 where the 
subscript represents the base can be 
written as "One two base eight'', or "One 
lot of eight and two lots of units", or ''One lot 
of eight to the power one and two lots of 
eight to the power zero." 

The advantage of the last method must 
again be shown by example: 347621 8 
A) "Three four seven six two one base 
eight." 
B) "Three lots of thirty two thousand seven 
hundred and sixty eight, four lots of four 
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thousand and ninety six, seven lots of five 
hundred and twelve, six lots of sixty four, 
two lots of eight and one unit. " 
C) "Three lots of eight to the five, Four lots 
of eight to the four, Seven lots of eight to the 
three, Six lots of eight to the two, Two lots of 
eight to the one and One lot of eight to the 
zero. " 

Provided we can work out powers we can 
easily convert from version (C) to version 
(B), and from there to decimal. The maths 
would look like this : 
347621 s = 3.85 +4.84 + 7.83 +6.82 +2.81 

+1 .8° 
= 3.32768+4.4096+ 7.512+6.64+2.8+1 .1 
= 98304+ 16384+3584+384+16+1 
= 12867310 
The ten subscript can be dropped, as any 
number without a subscript is assumed to 
be in base ten in mathematics. 

From here we can generalise: 
8) Let us imagine a planet where the 

dominant species is a creature with O 
fingers (where 0 is any positive whole 
number above one). Here, the simplest 
system of counting to use would be one that 
works in multiples of 0. The base Osystem. 
There are 0 digits (zero to 0-1). 

9) The numbers in base 0 are presented 
in columns each of which represents a 
power of 0 . The powers are calculated 
thus: 
o0 

: 0 to the zero: 1 
0 1: 0 to the one : 1.0=0 
0 2 : O squared (or 0 to the two) : 1.0 .0 
0 3 

: 0 cubed (or 0 to the three) : 1.0 .0 .0 
0 4 : 0 to the four: 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
and so on up to 0 to the power infinity which 
is a number too big to be written down. 

Any number in Base 0 can be written in 
two ways; thus 120 can be written "One two 
base O" or " One lot of 0 to the one and two 
lots of 0 to the zero" 

10) To convert from base 0 to decimal 
the maths is worked out thus : 
1234110 
=1 .0 5+2.0 4+3.0 3 +4.0 2 +1 .0 1+1 .0° 
=1.1.0.0 .0 .0 .0 + 2.1 .0 .0.0.0 + 
3.1 .0 .0 .0 + 4.1.0.0 + 1.1.0 + 1.1 
=1 .0 .0 .0.0.0 . + 2.0.0.0 .0 + 3.0.0.0 
+ 4.0.0. + 1.0 + 1 
We cannot continue from here satisfactorily 
without knowing what O is. 

Lesson 
Thus endeth ttie lesson in Pure base 

numerology. Now comes its application . 
Fortunately when computing we need not 
work in terms of a base of an unknown 
constant (ie Base 0) but using the structure 
of the constant enables us to work in any 
given base. The two bases most commonly 
used in computing are Binary (base 2) and 
Hexadecimal (Base 16). 

Binary is used because this is the base 
that a computer "works" in. As has been 
explained before a computer circuit can be 
in one of two states at any given time. It can 
either be on or off. These states are 
represented mathematically by the digits 1 
and 0. Thus, when designing a picture in 
PMODE 4,1 any particular pixel can be 
black or white (or green in SCREEN 1,0) . 
Thus if we take eight pixels which are 
alternatively on and then off a binary 
representation of them would be: 

101010102 = 170 

(The number is represented to the assemb

ler by use of the Prefix '%' which tells the 

assembler that the next number is in binary, 

ie % 10101010) 


And by an amazing non-coincidence, to 
produce this exact pattern in the top left of 
the screen in this mode we simply POKE 
location 1024 with 170. More of this much 
later when we come onto graphics. Base 
two is used also for mathematical work as 
we shall see in two months' time. 

Hexadecimal uses sixteen digits they 
are, in ascending order, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F. Thus a hex (short for 
hexadecimal) number can look like this : 
3AB21 6 

or, in assembler language, $3AB2 with the 
dollar sign (on Encoder at least) telling the 
assembler that the next number is in hex. 
The reason we program in hex is that it is 
very easy to convert from binary to hex, and 
hex is easier to use when visualising 
patterns. Conversion from Binary to hex is 
incredibly easy, all that is needed is the 
following table: 

Decimal Binary Hex 
1 0001 1 
2 0010 2 
3 0011 3 
4 0100 4 
5 0101 5 
6 0110 6 
7 0111 7 
8 1000 8 
9 1001 9 

10 1010 A 
11 1011 B 
12 1100 c 
13 1101 D 
14 1110 E 
15 1111 F 

It is clear that % 1111 is the highest number 
possible with four binary digits, or bits (a 
nybble, remember?) and that $F is the 
highest number possible with a single hex 
digit. Thus a byte, composed of eight bits 
can always be represented by two hex 
digits. To convert is simplicity itself. Simply 
split the Binary number into groups of four 
adding zeros to the beginning of the highest 
cluster thus : 

a) % 101101 splits to %0010 and % 1101 
%0010 = $2 
%1101 = $D 
thus % 101101 = $2D 
b) % 10111011011001 splits to %0010, 
%1110, %1101 and %1001 
%0010 = $2 
%1110 = $E 
%1101 = $D 
%1001 = $9 
Thus % 10111011011001 = $2ED9 

This leads us rather neatly into single and 
double precision. They are now very easy 
to explain. Simply, a single precision num
ber can be held in one byte and thus 
represented by up to eight digits in binary 
(up to two digits in hex) and a double 
precision number can be represented by 
between nine and sixteen digits in binary 
and either three or four digits in hex. 

And so, finally, to the organisation of 

memory which must be visualised to enable 
skilled programming. Basically, we can 
think of memory as a long long line of boxes 
placed next to each other (yes, I know it's a 
cliche, but why do you think it's a cliche 
because it's a very good description!) 

Each of these boxes can hold a single 
precision number, ie an integer between 
%0 and % 11111111 or $0 and $FF or O 
and 255 inclusive. In the Dragon there are 
% 1111111111111111 or $FFFF or 65536 
boxes although half of them (from 32768 
onwards) have been locked with a set 
number inside that cannot be changed -:
they are in ROM . The first 32768 (from 
0-32767) can have the number within them 
changed at any time by the programmer. 

0-3FF Systems Use 
OFF Direct Page RAM 
3FF Extended Page RAM 
400-SFF Text Screen Memory 
600-35FF Graphics Screen 

Memory 
3600-7FFF Program & Variable 

Storage 
8000-BFFF Basic Interpreter 
COOO-FEFF Cartridge Memory 
FFOO-FFSF Input/Output 
FFGO-FFDF SAM Control Bits 
FFEO-FFFF MPU Vectors 

If a double precision number is stored at 
a location the high byte (the first eight 
binary digits when zeros have been added 
on to the front make the number of binary 
digits up to sixteen and hex digits up to four) 
is stored at that location and the low byte 
(the remaining eight binary digits or two hex 
digits) in the next location. 
Eg, to store % 111000111 O ($38E) in 
location 1024, location 1024 will contain 
%00000011 ($03) and location 1025 will 
contain % 1000111 O ($8E) 

Revision 
I hope that this month's article (which has 

diverted somewhat from· the practical 
course!) has helped to clear up any prob
·lems that existed about the basics of 
programming. From here onwards all the 
terminology used in this tutorial will be 
assumed understood and used frequently 
without explanation in future parts. To 
briefly run down what has been assumed 
understood: Base notation in mathematical 
and assembler form, the exponential or 
power theory, single and double precision 
numbers, Memory arrangement, Mathe
matical notation for multiplication, conver
sion from any base into decimal, conver
sion from Hex to Binary and vice versa. Got 
that!? 

Next month , an explanation of the 
Branch instructions and an introduction to 
dry running. If there is anything you do not 
understand that has been covered please 
write to the usual Dragon User address, 
and maybe I can help. 

I must go now, there's someone at the 
door about renting Geoffrey's room! 
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Graphic Display 

Printing text on the graphics screen - all is revealed by Peter Whittaker 

FOR A long time I have been bored with the 
Dragon's black on green display, and so 
eventually got around to doing something 
about it. I wanted to write a routine which 
would allow printing on both the usual 
green text screen, and the orange alterna
tive screen. It also had to print text to the 
PMODE4,1 graphics screen, in a variety of 
different ways, to allow the mixing of text 
and graphics. Lastly, it was not to interfere 
with the normal running of the computer, so 
that tape and printer operations would still 
function normally.. 

The end result was 'Graftext', which 
resides in memory from 29000. This prog
ram will intercept the Dragon's print routine 
and replace it with its own. This means that 
all text messages can be displayed on the 
graphics screen, and not just deliberately 
printed strings. 

Graphics 
There is no need to display the text 

screen for anything at all. The Dragon 
becomes a true graphics machine, with 
error messages and loading program titles 
being displayed on the graphics screen . It is 
even possible to program the Dragon from 
the graphics screen! 

First, CLEAR 200,29000, then Enter and 
RUN the loader program (Listing # 1) and 
then type in the code for 'Graftext'. When 
this has been saved to tape, EXEC 29000 
to install the routine. The screen will switch 
to graphics, and display the Copyright 
message. The CLS command and the 
<CLEAR> key have been redirected to 
also PCLS the graphics screen. The routine 
is completely transparent to Dragon Basic. 
.. To charige the &3play screen JU St useThe 
SCREEN command (SCREEN1 ,0 or 
SCREENO, 1 etc). Another noticeable fea
ture is that the graphics screen can be 
displayed by a simple SCREEN1 ,0 com
mand. The display does not revert to the 
text screen when the computer prints its 
'OK' prompt. 

There are several special functions writ
ten into Graftext to give greater control over 
the printout. These are all called from the 
PRINT CHR$(-) command. (Table #1 
gives a full list.) 

CHR$(0)- disconnects the routine. The 
program still remains in memory, and can 
be recalled by EXEC29000, but will not 
interfere if other routines want to be run (eg, 
DASM assembler cartridge) . 

CHR$(1)- stops the routine from print
ing on the graphics screen . Text will still be 
displayed on the text screen, and com
mands can still be entered from the 
keyboard, but they will not be listed on the 
graphics screen. This will stop the compu
ter from printing ugly messages over great 
works of art on the graphics display. 

CHR$(2) - reconnects the graphics 
print routine. 

CHR$(3) - turns the graphics screen 
scroll routine off. Text will be printed down 
the screen as usual, but when the bottom 
line is reached, the screen will not scroll and 
the bottom line will be overprinted again 
and again. 

CHR$(4) - reconnects the scroll 
routine. 

CHR$(5)- causes the print to be ORed 
with the background before printing. Text 

. will be white on black or white on white 
(invisible) . When printing in this mode, text 
will not destroy the graphics it prints over. 

CHR$(6) - causes the print to delete its 
background when printed. Any graphics will 
be rubbed out. Print is again white on black, 
but if the background is white the text will 
still be white in a black surround. Graphics 
can of course be drawn over this text once 
printed. 

CHR$(7) - will cause the text to be 
EORed with its background before printing. 

6 - DISCOt-H~ECT 
1. - PR Ir-ff 
2 - PF.'. HH 
:;: - SCROLL 
4 - ::: CF.:OLL 
5 - F'RH-H 
6 F'RHff 
7 - F·F.: Ir.ff 

OFF 
Qt~ 
OFF 
Ot-i 

··OF.:·' 
! ! 
·' EOF.: ·· 

1.4 - SET L·JHITE 
BACKGROUND 

1!'3 - SET 8i_ACK 
SACl<GF.: OUt·~ O 

Table 1 

This has the effect of producing a white 
print on a black background, or a black text 
on a white background. Any underlying 
graphics are not destroyed. 

CHR$(8) - still the code for a back
space. 

CHR$(14) - changes the background 
colour from black to white. It also recolours 
the backspace, the CLS command and the 
scroll routine. It will also select the EOR text 
of CHR$(7) so that the print can be seen on 
the white background. 
· CHR$(15) - reselects the standard 
black background, undoing the effects of 
the CHR$(14) . However, it does not 
change the print type (5-7). · 

'Graftext' comes complete with its own 
predefined graphics character set. These 
can be redefined by POKEing the appropri
ate codes into memory. Listing #2 is a 
program to do just that. When run, the 
program will display the letter 'R' and wait 
for a prompt. Pressing the <Shift> key with 
either the up or down arrow key will cause 
the program to display the next letter above 
or below. In this way the whole character 
set can be examined at leisure. To find a 
letter quickly, press the <L> key, and the 
program will then ask which letter to 
display. Pressing the <#> key will allow 
you to select a character by its ASCII code 
(eg, 65=A, 66=8, etc). Pressing the <0> 
will quit the program. 

When the program runs it displays each 
graphics character in a large grid to the left 
of the screen. If the character is not the 
desired shape, press the <*> key to 
redefine it. The computer will then prompt 
for 12 string inputs on the right hand side of 
the screen, opposite the graphics charac
ter. Each input should be eight characters 
long, and be comprised of a series of ones 

10 'HEX LOADER FOR 'GRAFTEXT{ MEMOR 
Y DUMP. BY PETER WHITTA~ER 

20 START = 2900J 
:30 F HH 8H = ..32;.::::;:ei 
40 Fi:iR i·:i=STFil~: T TO F Hi I SH :STEF' :;:: 
50 PRINT N; II : " ; 

60 TT=0 =I~~OT A$=Z=0 
70 FOR M=l TO LEN(A$ ) STEP2 
:30 l..='./AL( ":~J·1" +1"1 I(:!$::: A$" M" 2 ) )
90 TT=TT+L=POKEN+Z, L 
100 Z=Z+ 1 :_r·J.E::<T M 
11 e PR I NT " = " ·; 
12e INPUT T 
13e IF T<>TT THEJi F'F.:H..1T " i;·rt"·:::::i"" ...- t:>!T 

EF:: L H~E i=iGi:::II!.. ~" : GOT052 
14 IZJ I"~DH r·i 

Listing 1 
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L Ji: ST I r--IG #2. 

OE::;:; J( Git·-lt:..R PF-:OG. 

10 PMOC•E4 I 1 

Z0 ALPHABET=2~307 

,30 CHR=65 _; 
40 F'R-: l' lTCHF.:!liC6 >:CL.S 
50 - F'Rif-ff(J:7 .. " Ch.;i. r.~..=t i:-r C•·:·f'i n e r" 
66 PR I iH " C:HARCTER COC::E3 == " ; CHR$ 

•: CHR ;> ,; " == " ; CHR 
76 CODE==CHt12+ALPHA8ET 
:30 _PRir·mEl13, ":3HIFT/l_IP ••• r{;:):;T " 
90 PR r t·~T~ 145 ,, " SHF/GO~·Jr-.; .. .. PRE\"' 
100 PRii'-lT:~l 77 .. '' L••• P I C~:: Li::7'TER " 
i 10 F-'tZ I i··~T~2~i ;? .. :·?ff " •• FI C ~~ CODE : r 

126 PRI f·~ T.:~241 .• ~ 1 S" • • SA\•'E CQC1E:3 1 ~ 
130 PRI 1--ff~2?3 .· ":t. •• , CH1=irlGE CO DE " 

1i 4j.~ PK I r:~T~305 .· .,G! ••• G!U IT PROG ~ 
150 FCR A=3 TO 11 
160 B==PEE~( CODE+R ) 
i 70 PRINT:155+< :=H,:32 :- .. ,. ".: 

iaei c=Z56 _ 

190 .FOR C:=l TO 8 

Z30 C=C/ 2 

210 GOSU8480 

22'21 tJE:,.;T D 

230 B=PEEKCCODE+A) 

2 46 PRHlT " " ; E: 

250 	1·-JEi':T A 
260 FOR L1=8 TO 72 3TE~8 LI NECLl, 24 

/ - ( L 1 > 16::: ~1 •• PSET : l··~'E;:.:: T 
27~21 F::;F.: 1-2=24 TC; :i. 6::: ._ STEP 12 : L. I t·.JE( ~:: 

, L2 )- ( 72 , L2),FSET :NEXT 
28•3 PR ItlTIR4:3 1 .' "1=mc·RESS = "_; CODE ·' 
29121 A$= I HKE'/$ : Ii=' A$::::" " THEr-~ 290 
300 IF fl$="Q " THrn STOP 

3 10 	 IF A$=" - " THEt·i CU3 : Cr-i=CH+ 1 : IF ,-
H>255 THEN CH=32 : GOT040 ELSE GO 

32 ~Zi 	 I F i=1 $ = u[r: THE i··~ CL. S = CH=CH-1 : I F C 
H< 32 THEN CH~255 : GOT040 ELSE GO 
T0412' 

330 IF fl$=" L" THEr·i I r·ff'IJT" «~ HI CH LS: i T 
ER" .i 1;$ = CH= ASC( A$ ) = GOTiJ 4 ~J 

:3 .:J->:1 IF fl~;::: '' #" THEM I r-~ P 1_1 T " 1..;:-1 I CH (HAR 
AGTER CODE 11 

.= CH : IF CH>255 OR CH< 
32 THEN 340 ELSE GJT040 

11350 I F ~~$= ::: ., THE!·~ CL::; : P~: I T·~T :: REF(:1\' 

:::P:.3:3ET: E TC :::;;F::1-/E ~: : ~ ~~?UT : · ~ 1·· ~ TE ::: l~ 

1_rH1=-{s =:T 7 r TLE :, .; A~ c :~ ;=r·/ Srt=r$ ·' :=1 r_ 0 H= 

:; c:cT -~·:::2 :~:1 2 .. l=iL!='H i=18 ET+2~§:t1 2; .::j. 1. 19 
.:.!- : G_CiT04 '.:1 

35 1 FOR A=0 TO 7 PRI NTQ1: 3+At32 .. STR 

37e 	FOR ~=J TO 11 

.::~ 0 12: IF LEN(A$)()3 THEN 
.::;.10 C=236 :FiJR D= ~ TO 8 
420 

4i5tZi 1·..jc;..:; ; ;=i 
47Si GCI T C,1 4 :21 
4S0 	 IFB>==C THEN 3=8-C: FR I NTC~~$(143 

::i ,; : RC: T'.JF:!'··i Ei_:3E F' F::: I r·~ T ::: HR$ :~ 128 ) .i : 

F:ETUF::i·i 
~30 "( C) 1285 BY PETER WHI TTAKER . 

and zeros. (The ones will select a white 
pixel in the graphics character, whilst a zero 
will select a black pixel.) If the input is longer 
or shorter than eight characters, the com
puter will ask you to re-enter it. When all 12 
lines of the character code have been 
entered, the computer will redisplay the 
new graphics character. In this way the 
whole character set can be redesigned to 
taste. 

'Graftext' can be resaved to tape with the 
new character set, by CSAVEM"GRAF
TEXT" , 29000, 32765, 29000. Alternative
ly, pressing the <S> key will save the 
character set alone. Several character sets 
can be saved separately, and then re
loaded for use as desired, without interrupt
ing the functions of 'Graftext'. 

Modification 
At the moment, 'Grattext' will print out 
characters from CHR$(32) to CHR$(255) . 
The Graphics blocks from CHR$(144) to 
CHR$(255) are identical in shape to the 
earlier blocks, and so can be redefined as 
new shapes_(eg, space invaders, missiles, 

bombs, etc). However, if you want to, you 
can restore the normal graphics blocks by a 
simple POKE&H733C,&H25. This will 
check the value of each character before it 
is printed. If it is greater than CHR$(143) 
then 16 is subtracted until it is low enough to 
print. The only noticeable difference will be 
on the text screen, where all the gra
phics blocks will be the one colour 
(CHR$(128)-(143)) . On the graphics 
screen there is only one colour anyway. 
The full character set can be restored by 
POKE&H733C,&H20. 

The routine is set up to work on the 
PMODE4,1 screen, but will also worl< quite 
well on the PMODE3, 1 screen . The charac
ter set will appear as a mix of colours, and 
so will need to be redefined to take account 
of the 1two-bit wide pixels of the colour 
graphics modes. The display can also be 
set to PMODE2,3 or PMODE0,4, but care 
will be needed. These two resolutions are 
only 16 bytes wide, and not the full 32 of the 
PMODE4 screen. As a resu lt text will be 
printed twice on each line if a full 32 
characters are printed . Keep each line of 
print to 16 characters or less, and the 

display will be okay. 

Because the routine prints out its charac
ters on a 32-bit line, each line of print will 
take 24 lines of the screen, and each line of 
a graphics character will be separated by 
a blank line. This can be solved by 
POKE&H739A,16 which squashes the dis
play back to 12 lines. POKE&H739A,32 to 
restore the print to PMODE4/3 use. 

The scroll routine EXEC &H73A3 stores 
the background colour at location &H73B2/ 
3 . The PCLS colour code is stored at 
location &H73CC. The Backspace colour is 
stored at &H731 C. These codes can be 
altered from Basic, but will be changed 
whenever a CHR$(14) or CHR$(15) is 
printed to the screen. It is not easily 
possible to modify the routine to work with 
the disc drive attached. 

If you do not fancy typing in the whole 
program, I can supply a copy on tape. Send 
a cheque for £3.00 to Peter Whittaker, 96 
Upper Holly Walk, Leamington Spa, War
wickshire CV32 4JP. Finally, remember to 
CLEAR 200,29000 before reloading 'Graf 
text' !! 

29000 •CC720EFD0168CC73= 1009 ~9088 : 4C54440D31364820= 451 
29008 : 8CFD016BCC73C4FD=: - 1::::1 7 29036 •424153494320494E= c: ·.,7 

......,.11 

29016 - •01,A1867E670!6787= 892 291~4 •5445525052455445= 619 
29024 -- : 016AE:70 l ABSE0600= -599 2911Z •5220312E300D2843= 377 
29032 •4FA7808ClE0025F9= 8:30 29 120 •2920313936322042= 383 
29040 •86FE87FF2287FFC7= 1497 29128 :59204D4943524F53= 
29048 •87FFC567FFC38E04= 1414 29136 =4F46540D47524146= 5:34 
29056 =008F00888E718A8D= 909 29 14 4 •5445585420424153= 571 
29064 •90E5392843292031= 659 29152 •494320455854454E= 56i-3 
29072 •3938322044524147= 481 29160 •53494F4E20312E30= 4 ;3;:: 
29080 •4F4E204441544120= 503 29168 •0028432920313938= 355 
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.~r?04?~q?~~~4~~4=Z9176 . •..Jt::•..... . . .._ .... -· t..... - ·- -· - .... 

=8008038080000008= 8 
=0808080806003800= 40 

291 :::4 :455220~748495454= 
•4148455200003402= 

29200 =f6006F2703350239= 
29132 

=0000001414140000= 60 
232121::: =350281312614867E= 5e1:3 = 208008200000001~= 20 
2S;216 :8772E534108E7331= 3;zi;z1 

= 1~3E14 143E141480= 224 
23224 :8F72E63510860132= 789 29736 =SJ8000~0883E283E= 172 
29232 :6239810226148681= 507 23744 =8A3E080000800006= 88 
29240 =2772E586J88772E6= 1195 23752 =3032040810268606= 170 
29248 :862687?2E7860332= 887 23760 =0080080018282810= 112 
29256 =6239810326088639= 5z:r::j. =2A24 1A0080060008= 
2s126.4 =3773A3326239810~= 29776 =08 10000088000000= 24 
·:--:;·::·7·-:·
.;....· ..... '- =2608668EB773A332= =0800000008 102020= 88 

29792 :2020100860000000= SS292i3!Zi = 62398105260F86A~= 
.-..-..-..-,,- , 29800 =0804020202020408= 32 
23296 =8665326233810626= 517 29808 :0000860000082A1C= 78 
29:3;z1.::~ =0DG6128773948773= 29al6 =081C2A0800000000= 86 

=9586063262398107= 29824 =00Q0080$3E080806= 94 
=26JF86A887739486= 935 29832'=0000000000000000= 0 

.::. :.;(.;. •:1 ~:1 =8773948684877395= 

=8~37739586073262= 29:::40 •0000080810200020= 64 
=398100260D863987= 29:::'-i::: =Z200063E00000000= 62 

29:3,::t4 =016787016AB70 1A8= 29:35,:;~ =0000000000000000= 0 
. - .- . ..-,r::.-· 
~.;'!.;,1._1:::, =4~39819E2614868~= 614 2;;is,5,::j. =0000181800000000= 48 
29360 =B7731C86FF877382= 1191 29872 :0001020408102840= 127 
29368 =8772S33?73CC8687= 1120 29880 :000000001C22262A= 142 

·:29376 .=20C4810F26138680= 691 =2A32221C00000000= .i. C',,;
._11 .. ,. 

29384 =37731C86008773CC= 962 2~_;::96 = 1218 i si~1:::0:::0s01-3'2':31 c:= 10i2t 
23392 =8773828773633262= 1101 29504 :000000001C220204= 68 
29400 =39326234368E0088= 637 25t5f1 ·2 :0810203F00000000= 119 

:::-:::·:~29~08 =34i0BD809C810826= ·-· ; ,;... 2~920 =1C22020C0202221C= 142 
29416 =398E008830018F0J= 29928 :00000000040C1424= 72 
23424 =882E73348f73208E= 29936 :JF84040400000e00= 7~ 
29432 =l2128F7394351035= .~12 2~944 •3E20203C0202221C= 252 
23440 =368D731734108E00= 29952 :000000000E10203C= 122 
29448 =6830 1FBF00288E73= 29960 :2222221C00000000= 130 
29456 =208F733435103934= 29968 :3F0204081B101010= 141 
29464 =36341086207E7322= 29976 : 000000001CZ.2221C= 124 

..: .-,.-,29472 =1212810D2610BE00= ""t"C.,:::., 29~64 :2222221C00000000= 130 
29-48i~1 : !3EiE:c:e;5E(1250:38C~ 7:::!:=: ~9992 :1C~2221C02~20438= 188 
29488 =A335103536398120= 557 30000 :0000000000000800= 8 
29436 =25F78 190200480 10= 3000a :0000000~00000000= e 
29504 =25F4351034108C05= 3~016 :0000000800000808= 24 
29~12 =FF250734368D73A3= 30024 1 1020000004081020= 108 
29520 :35363402FC008883= 6C:i21 30032 =1008040000000000= 28 
29528 =60014756345~5454= 4 ;:;:.j. 3.0040 • ~112f 13~33F!210003F0000= 126 
29536 =C40F860C3D108E00= 576 30048 :0000000~10080402= 30 
2?54~ =208E00003A313F10= 30056 •0408100000000000= 28 
23552 =8C000026F71Fl0C3= 30064 =lC22220408080008= 124 
29560 :06001F81FC008883= 557 30072 =000000001C22222A= 138 
29568 =0S014FC4 1F3A3502= 30080 :2E2C201E00000000= .152 
23576 =C68C3DC372781F02= 736 30088 :1C22223E22222222= 294 
29584 •C6GCA6A0 1212A784= 871 30096 =000000003C22223C= 188 
29592 =3088205A26F43510= 657 30104 =2222223C00000000= 162 
23600 : J536398E0600EC89= 685 30112 :1C2220202020221C= 252 
29608 =01 S0ED8 18C1C8825= 828 30120 =0000000038242222= 160 
23616 = ~5CC0008~D818C1E= 985 :qo 12s = 222224:3800~100000= j. 6~3 
29624 =G025F339810C261A= 548 30136 =3E20203C2020203E= 344 
29632 =3413200734138C81= 450 30144 =000000003E20203C= 186 
23640 =34266C860S8E8608= 480 30152 =2020202000000000= 129 
29648 : A7888CiE0025F935= 804 30150 :1E2020202722221C= 261 
29656 =1339810326088660= 5~6 30166 :000000002222223E= 164 
23664 =5J72D53772D88603= 1168 ~0176 1 2222222200000000= 136 
2~672 =338 10A260886C780= 754 :301:;:4 = i C08080:3 ~::H30 :~081 C= 104 
~9686 =73A38773A3860A39= 940 30192 •0000000002020202= 8 
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:30200 =e222221c~00e0000= 98 30720 •0000000000000022= 34 

30208 ' 2224283028242222= 302 


·' .-,.-,'.30216 :0000000020202020= J.o:::•::· 

30224 =2e20203F00000000= 159 

::::02:;:2 :22362A2A2A222222= 316 

:30240 :00e000002222322A= 160 

30246 =2A26222200000000= 148 

:30256 =lC2222222222221C= 260 

3f:1264 =ee00000ti3c22223r::= 188 

~0272 :.2020202000000000= 128 

:3132.80 : 1C222222322A241A= 2:::4 

30288 :000000003C222222= 162 

30296 •3C28242200000000= .170 

:30304 =1C22201C0202221C= 188 

:30312 1 000000003F080808= 87 


"'.'.'! ·...,30320 •0308080800000000= ._:i.::, 


30328 •222222222222221C; 266 

30336 •0000000022222214= 122 

30344 •1414080800000000= 56 

30852 •2222222A2A362222; 308 

30360 •0000000022221408= 96 

30368 •0614222200000000= 96 

30376 •2222140808080808= 128 

30384 •000000003Fe20408= 77 

30392 :1020203F00000000= 143 

30400.=3E3030303030303E= 412 

3040S •0000000000002010= 48 

304i6 :080~020~00000~00= 14 

30424 ·:3E0606060606063E= 160 

30432 :0000000008142200= 62 

30440 :0000000000000000= 0 

:312144_8 .•000000000000003E= 62 

30456 •0000000000100804= 28 

30464 •0000000000000000= 0 

30472 •00001C041C24241A= 158 

30480 •000000002020202C= 140 

30488 •2222223C00000000= 162 

30496 •0000001E2020201E= 156 

$0504 :000000000202021A= 32 

30512 •2622221E00000000= 136 

30520 •0000001C223C201C= 182 

30~28 •00000000000C1210= 46 

30536 :3910101000000000= 104 

~e~44 _: 000~00JJ;.2_2221E02• 128 

30~52 :02021C00202~202C= 172 

30~60 •3222222200000000= 152 

30~€!.S 000600180808'081 C= 84 

30~('1$ : 

= 

!::'00000.0000000004= 4 

3058~ :000404040414090a= 44 

30592 •0020202426302824= 264 

30600 •0000000000180608= 40 

30608 •a808080C00000000= 36 

30616 •000000342A2A2A22= 212 

:30624 00e100eoo0000002c= 44
= 

30632 •1212121200000000= 72 

30640 •0000001C2222221C= 158 

30648 , 0000000~:;,0e10000:38= 56 

30~56 .=2424243820202000= 260 

30654 •0000001C2424241C= 164 

30672 •040406000000002C= 08 

30680 •3220202000000000= 146 . 

~0688 :0000001C201C023C= 150 

30696 •000000000010103C= 92 

30704 •1010120C00000000= 62 

30712 =000000242424241A= 170 


30728 •2;21414.0:s0e.~.:.=n21ee!i21e1= ;;:2 

:307~r;; : ~J0J2t_~0022222R2A 14·= l 72 

30744 •0000e100e11:ziee10e022= ::::4 

:30752'• ; 140:3142~000f10~i00= 82 

30760 •000000242424241C= 172 

30768 •04041C000000003E= 98 

30776 •0408103E00000000= 90 

30784 • 00~4080810080804= 56 

30792 •0000000000080808= 24 

30900 •0008080800000000= 24 

30808 •0010080804080810= 68 

30816 : 000000000000122C= 62 

30824 •0000000000000000= 0 

':J0:3:32 •01ZJ€1e1~100000~1iz; >J00e1= o 

30840 •0000000000000000= D 

3en;A::; = e1enzi0121 ~210 •21000e1000 121= 0 

30856 =00000000000F0F0F= 45 

30864 =0F0F0F0000000000= 45 

30872 •00F0F0F0F0F0F000= 1440 

30880 •0000000000FFFFFF= 765 

308~8 •FFFFFF0F0F0F0F0F= 840 

3089~ · ~F0000000000~00F= 30 

30904~·=0F0~0F0F0F0F0F8F= 120 

30912 =0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F= 120 

30920 •0FF0F0F8F?F0F00F= 1470 

30928 =0F0F6F0F0FFFFFFF= 840 

30936 •FFFFFFF0F0F0F0F0= 1965 

30944 •F0000000000000F6= 480 

30952 =F0F0F0F0F80F0F0F= 1245 

30968 =0F0F0FF0F0F0F0~0= 1245 

30968 • F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0~ 1920 

30976 ··:10n:1F0F1JF'>JFFFFFr= :i. 9,55 

30964 =FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF= 2040 

309~2 =FF000000000000FF= 510 

31000 •FFFFFFFFFF0F0F0F= 1320 

31008 •0F0F0FFFFFFFFFFF= 1::320 

31016 •FFF0F0F0F0F0F0FF= 1958 

31024 .=.fFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF!: 2040 

31032 : FFFFFF0000000000~ ·755 

31040 . •0000001~K100000060::: ;J 

31048 •00000000000F0F0F= 45 

31056 •0F0F0F0000000000= 45 · 

31064 .: 00F0F0F0F0F0F000= 1440 

31072 •0000000000FFFFFF= 765 

31080 •FFFFFF0F0F0F0F0F= B40 

31088 : 0F0000000000000~= 30 

31096 •eF~F0~0F0F0F0F0F= 120 

31104 . ··0F0F0F0F0F0F0F-0F= 120 

31112 •0FF0F0F0F0F0F00F= 1470 

31120 •0F0F0F0F0FFFFFFF= 840 . 

31126 :FFFFFFF0F0F0F0F0= _1965 

3113~ • F000000.000000~F0= 480 

31144 •F0F0F0F0F00F0F0F= 1245 

31152 •0F0F0FF0F0F0F0F0= 1245 

31160 •F0F0F0F0F0~0F0F0= 1920 

31168_ • F0F0F~F0F0FFFFFF= 1965 

31176 •FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF~ 2040 

31184 r f~0000000~0000FF= 510 

31192 •FFFFFFFFFF0F0F0F= 1320 

31200 •8F0F0FFFFFFFFFFF= 1320 

31208 =FFF0F0F0F0F0F0FF= 1950 

31216 •FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF= 2040 

:31224 :FFFFFF0000080000= 765 

31232 ~?600000000000000= 0 

31240 =00000060000F0f0F= 45 

31248 :0F0F0F0000800000= 45 
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What about the parts the story tellers couldn't reach? After 
all , in Giantland, everything was bound to be larger-than-life. 
Jack would have come across human sized birds and insects as 
well as giant caterpillars which changed, at will , to and from the 
bu t te rfly stage in their search for human prey. 

In this up-to-date version of the well-known story, can you 
guide Jack as he collects golden eggs, harps, keys and even 
golden bananas? Help him to negotiate the beanstalk, spider's 
webs , stacked chairs and to swing across vines and chains in his 
quest to reach the top. Show him which lifts to use and which 
banks of cloud to hanglide through. 

But beware I There are traps to fall into and tricks 
to be learnt in this all-action, r..===============::;i 
machine-code, arcade/adventure 
game with its 60 screens of 
mystery and excitement. £7.95(DRAGON 32/64) 

FABULOUS 50% DISCOUNT 

THE NEW DE-LUXE 


TOP VALUE LIGHT PEN 
FOR THE DRAGON 32/64 

AVAILABLE AT £8.50 ONLY IF YOU 

COLLECT THE SPECIAL COUPONS IN THE 


MAY 22ND & 29TH AND JUNE STH 

A top quality pen plus a first-class program. ISSUES OF 
The best value pen package available. 

THE NEW ADVANCED PROGRAM 

FEATURES 
•DRAW BOX 
• ORA W CIRCLE 
•DRAW LINE 
•DRAW PICTURES FREEHAND AND SEND THEM TO 
•COLOUR FILL DESIGNATED AREAS 
• SAVE 	AND LOAD PICTURES 

TO AND FROM TAPE 
• FULL ERASE FACILITIES 

•DATA ENTRY AND PROCESSING TROJArl 
• MENU SELECTION AND CONTROL Micro Computer Software & Accessories 
• GAMES PLAYING 
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Danger Zone 

The in's and out's of the Clear command on the Dragon explained by Pam D'Arcy 

YOU MAY have tried to run some machine 
code and had quite unpredictable results 
occur because of having omitted to carry 
out a required CLEAR statement prior to 
CLOADM/EXEC. As some disk users have 
found out to their cost, failure to follow such 
operating instructions when a disk is in the 
drive can cause the catastrophic destruc
tion of both the main AND backup directory 
sectors of the disk. "But the machine was 
clear . . . I had only just switched on . .. 
Such a major disaster from such a small 
slip . .." are some of the comments. 

I am afraid so, but here I offer this brief 
insight into what goes on in the Dragon's 
memory, in the hope that it will fix itself in 
the forefront of your memory and ring the 
danger bells before disaster envelops 
your system. Take a look at Fig 1 and the 
associated Table 1 . 

-Even when you haven't given the Dragon 
any work to do, it is not idle. It is, amongst 
other things, continually checking for 
keyboard input and updating the TIMER 
value approximately 50 times a second. 
When carrying out such actions, it is using 
an area of memory for temporary work
space. This area of memory is known as the 
Hardware Stack. 

Even when our programs are running, 

unseen to us, the Dragon continues to carry 
out the keyboard check and updating of the 
TIMER value, using the Hardware Stack for 
temporary storage, as before. 

At switch on, the Hardware Stack starts 
at the highest address of Area D and works 
backwards towards the start or lowest 
address of Area D. It is not a fixed size, but 
expands and contracts (always from the 
highest address down) as is needed, 
though normally uses only a few bytes at a 
time when carrying out the hardware func
tions, such as checking for keyboard press
es and TIMER updates. 

This doesn't generally bother us unless 
we_want to run some Machine Code in an 
area of memory that clashes with the 
Hardware Stack at any time or that a Basic 
program may be using that area for its 
variables storage. It is the corruption of 
these areas by our machine code that 
causes the chaos because it causes the 
Dragon to lose its way in its very necessary, 
strictly ordered, existence. The high 
address end of ttie bragon--;-even more so ai 
switch on, is particularly vulnerable. 

The CLEAR statement is used to guaran
tee a 'safe' house for machine code, using 
the syntax: CLEAR parameter 1, optional 
parameter 2. 

Ji AREA 
-3 1999 3 2000-32199 32200-32 767 

D E F 

sw_n cH ON 

15~6-7679 7680- 32566 

D 

9216-32566 

D 
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Area A - 1536 bytes reserved for Basic Interpreter workspace. 

Area B - 1536 bytes automatically and only reserved for Dragondos 


if the cartridge is attached at switch on. 
Area C - Default four graphics pages of 1536 bytes each. 
f.rea D - Where our Basic P'.ograms are loaded into memory and the 

space that non-string and array/ variables occupy. 
Area E - Default 200 bytes reserved for Basic simple string 

variable storage. 
Area F - Default one byte reserved for machine code. 
Table 1 

Fi i;r. 2 
MEMORY MAP AFTER CLEAR 200 ,32200 AFTER SWITCH ON 

Parameter 2 is the start address of Area 
F - an area 'reserved for machine code 
use' (the manual is a byte out). Whenever 
this start address is changed, the start/end 
addresses of Areas E and D are automati 
cally adjusted, that is, the highest address 
of Area E becomes this address-1, the 
highest address of Area D (and hence the 
Hardware Stack) becomes the highest 
address of Area E-length of Area E. 

Parameter 1 is the required length of 
Area E. The highest address used is 
unchanged; its lowest address is the high
est address - (parameter 1) + 1 . The 
length of Area Eis set to 200 at switch on, 
else is set as parameter 1 of the last CLEAR 
statement issued (whether from the 
keyboard direct or from within a program). 
This then automatically adjusts the highest 
available address of Area D, and hence the 
starting position of the Hardware Stack. 

For example, if immediately after switch 
on, you wish to run a machine code routine 
that is 400 bytes long at its default load 
address of, say, 32200, if you do not make 
the 'safe' house for it, it will load into the 
area occupied by the Hardware Stack (see 
Fig 1) with unpredictable results. 
By typing CLEAR200,32200 <ENTER> 
the resulting top end of memory map would 
be as shown in Fig 2. 

The HARDWARE STACK now starts at 
address 31999, working downards. One or 
more machine code routines may now be 
loaded into Area F, 32200-32767, and be 
EXEC'd with no fear of corrupting any of the 
Dragon's vital workings (unless the 
machine code itself is naughty!) and no fear 
of anything corrupting it unless a Basic or 
other machine code routine POKEs into 
this area directly. 

To those who have suffered because of 
the Dragon's way of doing things, I can only 
commiserate and say - believe me, it is 
not a stupid way of organising things but a_ 
very powerful , dynamic system that out
strips other popular micros by miles. 



POOLSCASTER 

The Pools forecasting System by Trident Software 

1) Forecasts Home, Draws AND Aways . 

2) Contains both British AND Australian versions on one tape . 

3) Easily updated - Unique system allows you to find teams with 


the minimum of effort - no codes or numbers to memorise! 
4) Screen AND/OR Printer option . 
5) Allows you to influence forecasts to your own satisfaction. 

All Cassettes despatched by 1st class post on Monday morning 
containing last week's statistics and next week's fixtures file. 
Operates immediately without having to input vast amounts of 
data. 

Total system £5.95 inclusive 

Trident Software: 6 Neptune Terrace, Sheerness, Kent ME12 
2AW 

BLANK CASSETTES 
WITH LIBRARY CASES 

C10 C15 C20 C30 
10 3.80 4.00 4.15 4.60 
20 7.00 7.20 7.40 8.20 
50 15.00 15.20 15.90 17.50 

100 27 .00 28.00 29.00 33.00 
Fully Inclusive (COD 65p extra) - Superior Tapes. Don't settle for Less! 

" 135 TPI 10 SS/DD - £25.0010 DSIDD - £35.00 

Guanteed. Fully inclusive. Postage/packing elc. 


RING NOW! (0793) 695034 

UK HOME COMPUTERS (Dept DU), 82 CHURCHWARD VENUE 


SWINDON, WILTS. SN2 1 NH 


THE TOP TWENTY OF 


EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

FOR THE 

DRAGON 

or TANDY COCO 


1. Physics 0 Level/CSE 12. Maths 0 Level 
2. Biology 0 Level/CSE 13. Chemistry 0 Level 
3. Computer Studies 0 Level/CSE 14 . Spelling 9/99 yrs 

15. Tables 7110 yrs 4. Maths CSE 
5. Arithmetic 711 0 yrs 16. Reasoning 11 + 

17 . Sports quiz 9/99 yrs6. English 12/14 yrs 
7. English 8/11 yrs 18. Knowledge quiz 9/99 yrs 
8. Science 12114 yrs 19. Computer Studies 
9. Typing 9/99 yrs (set of 4) 

1 O. Maths 8/11 yrs 20. Profile 
Computerised filing system11 . Maths 12114 yrs 

£4.95 each 

(Nos1to18) 


(No 19 £14.50 No 20 £9.95) 


Cheques!POs to 

MICRO DE-BUG CONSULTANCY 
DEPT DU 


60 SIR JOHNS ROAD 

SELL Y PARK, BIRMINGHAM 829 7ER 


Tel: 021-472 7610 


DISC DRIVE CONTROLLER 

FOR DRAGONS 


fully compatable with DragonDos 

only £69.95 inc. of VAT & post 


Disc drives also available 

We also repair Dragons - please enquire. 


Please enclose S.A.E. with any enquiry 

PNP Communications 

62, Lawes Avenue, NEWHAVEN, 
'East Sussex, BN9 9SB 
Telephone (0273) 514465 

S.P. ELECTRONICS 

Strike Control Joystick ................... ...... .......... .............. ...: .. :·_.£9.95 

:CPA 80 Dot Matrix Prin-ter, inc. Printer Cable .................... £228.00 

Parallel Printer Cable .................... ...... ................................ £12.90 

:Cannon 160 CPS NLQ Printer, inc. Printer Cable ......... ....£299.00 

Green Screen Monitors .... ............ .............. ........................ £85.00 

Disk Drives from ............ ....... .......... ........ ...... ..................... £120.00 


Large range of software available. SAE for free list. 

Large range of spares available 


Also complete Dragon repair service 


GROSVENOR SOFTWARE 
ALLDREAM tape £12 .95 cartridge £24.95 disk £19 .95 

A powerful text editor. assembler. dis-assembler and monitor. Great for direct machine 

code and developing your own programs. Disk version supports direct disk to memory 

assembly and disk load/save (DragondostCumana 2.0) . DREAMPORT 64 character 

print line adaptor for above £3.50. 


DRS - DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM tape £9.95 cartridge £18.00 

A comprehensive database package lor all types of information storage and retrieval. 

100% machine code for maximum speed and storage capacity. Powerful search. edit. 

sort and print facilities. The tape version is transferable to disk and supports data on tape 

or disk. The cartridge version gives greater convenience and data storage capacity for 

lape based systems. 


A PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO DRAGON DOS - This book includes details of all 

DOS routines usable from machine code. and much more for only £2.50. 


**NEW** MODEM SOFTWARE tape £9.95 

64 (yes 64) characlers by 24 lines on screen. For Dragon 64 via the RS232 port. or 

Dragon 32 with "Maplin" or " PNP" RS232 adaptor. 3001300 baud for bulletin boards. 

Enquire about available or recommended modems and adaptors. 


AMATEUR RADIO SOFTWARE 
For enthusiasts and licensed amateurs. (Slate call sign if any.) Recept ion of SSTV. 
ATTY, MORSE and AMTOR requires a communications receiver and good aerial. 

**NEW** SLOW SCAN TV RECEIVE tape £10 .00 
Feed direct audio from radio receiver to your Dragon and receive SSTV pictures from 
amateurs around the world. A low cost introduction to this growing mode. 

**NEW** GRAPHIC GREY-LINE PREDICTOR tape £8.00 
Draws a map ol the world with the 'shadow area· shown lor aoy chosen date and time. so 
you can set your antenna for exciting grey·line DX working. 

RTTY (Radio Teleprinter) tape £12.00 . 

Direct audio decoding opt ion or use a demodulator for top performance. Receive news 

agencies (e.g. Reuter's) and amateurs. Add 8. tone generator for full transmit with 'type 

ahead' etc. User memories. OSO review and prinler support. 


AMTOR is a form of RTTY used by amateurs. Interpol elc. Send a SAE for details of the 
world 's cheapest system for fu ll ARO and FEC receive/send. 

ATTY + ASCII + M_ORSE + AMTOR cartridge £59.00 

Full transceive sottware for all these modes. in convenient cartridge form. 


TONE DEMODULATOR for ATTY and MORSE £20.00 

Supplied. built and lested complete with a Dragon connector and lead. 


MAIDENHEAD LOCATOR £5.00 MORSE TUTOR £6.50 MORSE TRANSCEIVL 

£10.75 


All supplied with full manuals. Please add 40p p&p (£1 export) . 
2 Beacon Close, Seaford, East Sussex BN25 2JZ (0323) 893378 
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If you 've got a technical questi~n write to Brian Cadge. Dragon Answers 
Please do not send a SAE as Brian cannot guarantee to 

answer individual inquiries. 

THE VAL command only expects 
a single literal number in theCyclic 
string as its argument. What is 
needed is an EVAL command,Error which the Dragon lacks. 

The routine listed below is aIWAS interested to read your reply very simple 'expression evain the February issue to RF Sib luator' which can be called tothorpe' s query about Cyclic Re  return the value of the string A$ indundancy. the variable T. As it stands onlyThe first disc I used to back-up addition and subtraction areall my taped programmes de allowed, but the routine could veloped this error after the work easily be expanded to deal withhad been done . I have done a other operands and parenthesis.sector search and isolated the 588 P=1 :L=LEN(A$):GOSUBerror to one of the Directory 568:T=Vtracks . I would like to know: 518 IF P>L THEN RETURN ELSEa) If there is a fault on one of the OP$=MID$(A$,P, 1):directory tracks , why does the 

machine not read the second one? expensive (lnmac produce one at P=P+1 


£145). 	 528 GOSUB 568CopyWhat is the point of two copies of .538 IF OP$="+" THEN T=T+Vthe directory if the back-up cannot Acheaper solution is to use an 
interface which plugs into the I OWN a Dragon 32 with Dragon 548 IF OP$="-" THEN T=T-Vbe used? 

dos and one disk Drive . What I 558 GOTO 510b) How can I salvage this disc? cartridge port. 
For example, Compusense can would like to know is , is there any 560 FOR J=P TO LPaul Raxworthy 

supply a combined RS-232 and way of speeding up the copying of 578 IF INSTR("0123456789",11 St Johns Road 
lnpuUOutput interface for around disks , and reducing the number of MID$(A$,J,1)) THEN NEXTWindsor 

Berks 	 £60, which includes software on swappings necessary, as it takes a 580 V=VAL(MID$(A$,P)):P=J: 
ROM. long time to copy just one disk RETURNSL4 3QN 

with only one drive . 
Frank SteeleDRAGON DOS automatically 

keeps a backup of the directory 
THERE ARE basically two thingson track 16, and uses the direc Slow 	 Wordyyou can do to speed up disctory on track 20 for all its 1/0. 
copying on asingle drive system.Quite why the authors of Dragon
Firstly, as the Backup command3-D 	 Problemdos never wrote the code to 
uses all the RAM it thinks isautomatically use the backup I HAVE written a machine code available, removing all thedirectory if the main one failed is 	 PLEASE could you tell me how toprogram to rotate 3-dimensional graphics pages will decrease thea mystery. However, you can 	 make the following programobjects on the screen , like the Basic number of disc swaps necessary.salvage a disc with a directory 	 accept a word instead of just oneprogram in February's Dragon User. Th is can be done by typing, as aerror simply by typing in the At the moment it calculates the 	 letter. I want the in put to bedirect command;following; screen co-ordinates and then re ignored with a buzz if the word is 
POKE 25,12:POKE 3072,0:NEW wrong.turns to Basic for the LINE comCLEAR 500 100 K$=1NKEY$:1F K$= "" mand to be used . This obviously Secondly, turning off the automaFOR S=1 TO 18:SREAD 

slows the program down, so could tic verification will stop each THEN 100
1,16,S,A$,B$:SWRITE 

you tell me how to use the LINE sector from being re-read after 110 K=INSTR(1,"A",K$) :1F
1,20,S,A$,B$:NEXT K=0 THEN SOUND 1, 1: command from machine code? being written. This can speed 

GOTO 100C Parkinson things up quite dramatically, but 
120 REM rest of program95 Park View you do sacrifice the security of 

Howard WoodcockMoulton knowing that the backup disc is a 
2 Seabrook CottagesPort Northampton perfect copy. Typing VERIFY OFF 

NN3 7UZ 	 Topsham Rdwill stop verification, remember 
Topshamto turn it back on with VERIFY ONWhine 

afterwards.UNFORTUNATELY, it is not a 
COULD you please tell me if there simple matter to call the ROM's FROM your letter, I assume that 
are any interfaces to connect an line drawing routine from you are trying to check for a 
RS232 plug up to the cartridge machine code. In fact, doing so password in your program. The 
port or the printer port? If there are will not speed up your program routine below will wait for theStrings
none of these , could you tell me very much anyway, as the major word in P$ to be typed in, but will 
how to re-wire the lead to the ity of the time is spent in the PART OF a program I am writing not print the characters typed: 
cartridge port? routine, and not in the Basic involves adding and subtracting 51111 P$="PASSWORD":W$="" 

Philip Sutton evaluating the coordinates. strings of numbers, such as 510 K$=1NKEY$:1F K$="" 
Foxhills The reason the ROM routine is "3+8-23+ 1 ", etc. I have tried THEN 510 

25 Salisbury Road not that fast is that it has been using the VAL command , as in 528 IF K$=CHR$(8) AND 
Farnborough written to work in any of the Basic X=VAL("3+8-1 "), but this just W$>"" THEN W$=LEFT$ 

Hants graphics modes. Using vari returns the value of the first (W$,LEN(W$)-1):GOTO 
ables, and no literal numbers in number. Can you tell me what I'm 510 

IT IS possible to buy an interface the LINE command will speed doing wrong, or suggest a solu 538 W$=W$+K$:1F LEN(W$)
which will plug into the Centro things up a bit, but the only real tion? <>LEN(P$) THEN 510 
nics printer port and convert the way to get very fast line drawing Paul Ranson 548 IF W$<>P$ THEN SOUND 
parallel output to RS-232 serial is to write your own routine which Coventry Road 1,1:GOTO 508 
data. However, these are quite operates in one mode only. Sheldon 550 REM Rest of program ... 
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tb bring you 
details 

Due to a legendary piece of wheeling and 
dealing, Greenweld and Dragon User are 
able to offer you £22.80 worth of Dragon 
books - at an almost giveaway price of 
£3.40 including p&p (inside the UK). How's 
that for value? The package consists of four 
titles, as follows: 

•

1) Pocket Handbook for the Dragon 
A handy reference guide covering a whole 
host of Dragon related topics - essential 
teading for any serious Dragon owner. 
Normal price £2.95. 

•

2) Exploring Adventures on the 
Dragon 
A guide to writing your own Basic Dragon 
adventures - written by Peter Gerrard 
yes ... brother of our own Mike Gerrard! 
Including listings of three complete games, 
a snip. Normal price £6.95. 

•

3) Brainteasers for the Dragon 32 
A collection of puzzle programs and games 
that would even set Gordon Lee reeling! 
Normal price £5.95. 

GREENWELD 
ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Yes, it's Special Offer time again, and this time Dragon User 
has teamed up with Greenweld Electronics of Southampton

a Super Summer Book Offer! Read on for 

4) Dragon Programs send it off to us, together with a cheque or 
Last, but by no means least, a selection of postal order made payable to Greenweld 
20 Basic listings, ranging from Star Trek to Electronics Ltd for the sum of £3.40 (£5.00 
Sound Effects. Normal price £6.95. if ordering outside the UK) . .. and within 28 

• days (probably a lot sooner) the books will 
arrive on your doorstep. Hurry though. The · 

This is what you do offer must end on Monday June 16. Write to 
To take advantage of this Special Offer, fill Summer Special Offer, Dragon User, 12-13 
in the form b!')low with your details, and Little Newport St, London WC2H ?PP. 

Summe·r Book Offe~ 
Yes! I would like to save £19.40! . 
Pleaf e rush me (Indicate quantity and choice): 

( ) Super Summer Book package/s (delivery Inside the UK) ••••..•...•.•.•••• £3.40 
( ) Super Summer Book package/s (delivery outside the UK) ............... £5.00 


Total amount ~nclosed ··········:··················· ..·································;:£···.....;', ..'. ...£3 .: 'f 
Don't forget - offer closes . ·~~ 6 · ' 

Name ••; •.•........ " .•..... , ................. ~. 


Address ........................................................................................................................ . 

Ctf:f.J/)..k.lr:LL..tt.Gffl]:L ...Rct!fr.ae.D.......E::iiSlt;;X~:'"................ 

~Make cheque/PO's payable to Greenweld Electronics Ltd - send remltt.ance 
plus coupon to Super Summer Book Offer, Dragon User, 12-13 Llttle Newport 
Street, London WC2H 7PP). 
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' Write to 'The Expert' at Dragon User Expert s Arcade Arena 12-13 Little Newport St. London WC2H ?PP. 
with all your arcade lips and hints. 

HELLO AGAIN, and welcome 
to a very special column. Yes, 
this iSl a celebratory column. 
This column is two months old 
today! And all over the country 
the celebrations have started, 
dancing in the street, dancing 
in the dark, strangers in the 
night, exchanging glances, 
wandering in the night, what 
were the chances, that The 
Expert might write a complete 
column without mentioning 
arcade games? 

Yes, indeed, this is the 
second edition and I'd like right 

now to thank all those of you 

who wrote saying how wicked

ly zany you found the first one. 

In fact this column was 

awarded the coveted title of 

" Best Arcade Column In A 


·Publication Called Dragon 

User". I stand a proud man. 


So, to work. Thank you for 
the Pokes you have sent and 
please keep them coming, this 
month's contribution comes 
from one Mr M R Vine of 
Dagenham (nothing like for
mality is there), who, after an 
affectionate dig at Paul D Bur
gin has presented pokes for 
your delectation. He says that 
the colour location should be 
poked with 224, 232, 240, and 
248 for Green 4-colour, Buff 
4-colour, Black/Green, and 
Black/White screen colours re  /
spectively. 

Some of these pokes require 
the autorun to be disabled 
using the aforementioned Paul 
Burgin 's methods (see Letters 
Dragon User, February '86). 
Here they are: 

DUNKEY MUNKEY: LIVES 
15120, COLOUR 19862 
ASTRO-BLAST: COLOUR 
21067 
SCREAMING ABDABS; COL
OUR 10999 (BUFF IS BEST) 
JET BOOT COLIN : COLOUR 
7329 
MUDPIES: COLOUR 22902 
MANIC ·MINER: COLOUR 
13825, LIVES 13146 (UP TO 
25 ONLY) 
CAVERNS OF CHAOS: COL
OUR 26860, LIVES 26865 
(POKE TO ZERO FOR 100 
LIVES) 
COSMIC CRUISER (Do you 
mean crusader?) : LIVES 9398 
(POKE TO ZERO FOR UNLI
MITED) 
CUTHBERT IN THE COOL
ER: LIVES 8295 (MAX 14) 
CHAMBERS: LIVES 13339 
(This does not work on the 
Pterydactyl edition) 

MOONHOPPER: COLOUR 
12827 
QUAZIMODO: LIVES 15644 
ROMMEL'S REVENGE: 
LIVES 16516 
TUBEWAY ARMY: LIVES 
12367, STAGE 12388 (1-6) 
JET SET WILLY: COLOUR 
7859 
CAVE FIGHTER: LIVES 
27078 (POKE TO ZERO FOR 
UNLIMITED) 
GALACTIC RAIDERS : LIVES 
19664 
HORACE GOES SKI-ING: 
COLOUR 28356 
ROBIN HOOD: LIVES 15712, 
COLOUR 19884 
SEA DRAGON; COLOUR 
20599 
SHOCKTROOPER: LIVES 
13895 
And so Mr Vine claims the title 
of "King of the Hackers'', un
less, as Esther would say, you 
know better. 

The next item was good fun , 
and, what's more, it works! It 
comes from Simon Mythen 
who lives in Chertsey (see you 
down the lock some time 
Simon?) and runs thus .. . 

"After recently purchasing 
8-Ball from Microdeal" (where 
have you been for the past 
million years Simon?) , " I was 
determined to find some sort of 
formula for potting all seven 
balls and the eight-ball. Well, I 
have succeeded! The proce
dure is as follows: 

Break - Put the joystick in the 
top left position . The flashing 
line will appear after pressing 
the fire button. Leave the joy
stick where it is and press the 
fire button again . Finally, give 
the ball at the top, top right 
spin. Then , hit the ball with 
maximum force. 
2nd Shot - Put the joystick in 
the bottom left position. Use 
bottom left spin and hit the ball 
with the third power. 
3rd Shot - Again, bottom left 
on joystick and top right spin. 
Use full power. 
4th Shot - As the second 
shot but use full power. 
5th Shot - Top left on joystick 
and top right spin. Third power. 
6th Shot - Joystick top right 
and for spin put the joystick 
slightly to the right of middle 
bottom. Maximum force. 
7th Shot - Leave the joystick 
where it is. Top left spin and 
second power. 
8-Ball - Make sure that the 
flashing line passes straight 
through the middle of the 8

Ball, use middle spin and the 
second power." 

I've tried this and beff eve me 
it works (even a Cabinet Minis
ter can do it and they have 
very, very, very small brains!) 
and it's great. If you have any 
"solutions" to other arcade 
games then please send them 
in. I think you'll agree that 
they're more fun than Pokes!! 

Just to make things interest
ing this month, below you will 
see a number of screen shots 
of some old Dragon games 
just like a stroll down memory 
lane, isn 't it? 

Well - if you think you can 
identify them, then write in to 
me - and the first one out of 
the hat (the ceremony to take 
place on June 13) will win a 
year's worth of subscription to 
this august journal. Best of 
luck! 

So, that 's about it for this 
month, except to say to D. 

Mystery Picture A 

t r 

-~ 

Mystery Picture B 

Fowler of Glasgow that if he 
ever sends me another letter in 
that luminous green pen I shall 
personally come around and 
show him a new use for "Jet 
Set Willy" possibly redefining it 
in the process! Because he 
has won the award for "Worst 
Letter Ever Written Ever Since 
Year Dot When The World 
Began Ever" I do not intend to 
tell him the poke he wants for 
" Jet Set Willy" for several 
months, even though we'll be 
publishing a map next time! 

So, that's it for this award 
winning second birthday col
umn. I wonder if this one can 
win the award for " Most men
tions of Cabinet Ministers ever 
in an arcade column in a 
magazine called Dragon 
User", let's hope so, eh? 

Remember, Cabinet Minis
ters are human too. 

Remember, Arcade column 
writers often lie. 
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DRAGON 

SOFTWARE 

SUPPLIED WITH 


LIGHTPEN 


SKETCH
* PMODE 4 with 2-colour drawing * PMODE 1 with 4-colour drawing * On screen menu * Circles, Lines, Colour Fill * Erase and adjustable locked grid 

for accurate drawing 

SHAPE* PMODE4 .
* On screen menu 
* Design shapes on enlarged scale * Construct shape libraries * Plot shapes * 4 pen sizes * Rotate, Join , Fill * Dotted lines, adjustable spacing * Use pictures in SKETCH or * Shape linked brush 	 l:)•t:· DRAGON-DRAW* 2 drawing screens * Solid and empty boxes * Polygons SPECIAL OFFER: -~ PLUS details for use in your own 
programs* Freehand sketch DATAPEN LIGHTPEN and* Solid and shaded fill * Printer/Plotter dump DRAGON-ORA W Software ALL FOR ONLY £25.00 inc. VAT and * Save and Load 	 Postage* Get and Put from different screens 	 only £29.95 

Available from: DEPT. DU
batapen] 	 Datapen Microtechnology Ltd., Kingsclere Road, Overton, Hants RG25 3JB 


Tel: (0256) 770488 


®ill~~~@L:l _,,, SUBSCRIPTION OFFER 
Ill J)} 

From the very next issue (July) Dragon User will be available by SUBSCRIPTION 
ONLY. No more tramping to the shops come rain, wind or snow- we'll deliver it 
straight to your door. 

Normally, this would cost you £14 (UK) for the privilege of receiving 12 issues 
(£20 outside the UK)  but for new subscribers applying on this form (or a 
facsimile thereof), w~r.~.J>ffering a year's sub for £12 only, (£18 outside the UK). 

Fill in the form below, and send it off together with your remittance to 
Dragon User Subscription Offer -12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. 

Please reserve me the following: 

D 1 year's subscription to Dragon User (12 issues) 
Normally £14  this month £12 (UK only) 

D 1 year's subscription to Dragon User (12 issues) 
Normally £20  this month £18 (Outside UK) 

Payment method 

D I enclose a cheque payable to Scot Press Ltd 

D I enclose a postal order payable to Scot Press Ltd 

D Please charge my Access/Barclaycard No: 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Expiry Date. 

Name ...........................................·-··············· 

Address ........................................ ....... .. .............. 

Send this form, with your payment, to: 
Dragon User Subscription Offer 
12-13 Little Newport Street 
London WC2H 7PP 

Signature.... 
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LAST MONTH I said I'd hope this time to 
look at both The Weirds of Kesh and Space 
Trek II, so being a man of my word I'll do just 
that. Let me deal with Space Trek II first , 
and if you read the last column you 'll know I 
was very enthusiastic about Space Trek I, 
written by a reader and being sold by him in 
his guise as Broomsoft. This was quite a 
comprehensive adventure- I don't mean it 
was set in a school , but on board the 
starship Endeavour. Though the plot was 
derivative of many a Star Trek tale , the 
program was well done and the game had 
many unusual and enjoyable touches. 
Sequel · · 

So what of Space Trek II? Sad to say it 
relies rather too heavily on the first prog
ram, although the story has moved on 
somewhat. You have managed to arrive at 
the planet Foskirb, and the first starship 
Endeavour is circling above it - you 're in 
the fifth shop in the Endeavour series, and 
have to find out what happened to the first 
four. Here's one of them at any rate, and a 
scan of the ship has given you the useful 
information that the crew have all lost their 
minds. Probably been watching too many 
Star Trek repeats . But no, their ship is 
trapped in a strange force coming from the 
planet, and you must organise a landing 
party to find the minds, beam them up and 
disengage the force . 

The program works in the same way as 
the first part, in that you can switch between 
any of four characters: James, Selvon, 
Spears and McCrindle. Just as impressive 
as before, except that the author has 
decided that the adventure will still begin by 
centring on the vast number of locations on 
the Endeavour V. I explained last month 
that the starship really is vast , and mapping 
it out gives you the feeling of actually 
exploring the shop as you move up and 
down between the six different levels of 
locations. As you begin Space Trek II, you 
soon realise that the starship has been 
reproduced exactly as before, and you 
encounter the same objects and people in 
the same places as first time round. I found 
this to be very disappointing and an awful 
waste of precious memory. 

I admit to being limited on this as I hadn't 
worked out from the first game how to get 
off the ship and on to the surface of the 
planet beneath, and perhaps when you do 
this the adventure opens up more and 
becomes very different, but even if that is 

the case I can 't see that there's going to be 
the memory available to make Space Trek 
II sufficiently different from its elder brother. 
A quick inspection of the unprotected 
program shows the locations that are on the 
planet's surface, but they're far fewer than 
the ones in the starship that are duplicated 
from Part I. With the ability to switch 
between characters and move them inde
pendently, the game should have perhaps 
begun with them already down on the 
planet, which would mean you could have 
had any type of setting that you cared to 
create - jungle, desert, deserted city 
and made it much more comprehensive, 
and as convincing as the first part was. 

Nevertheless, if you 're at all interested in 
adventures and particulary in writing them, 
you should invest £4 and get at least one of 
these two titles from Broomsoft at 30 
Broomhills, Welwyn Garden City, Herts 
AL? 1RF. I'd certainly like to see some 
more from the same author, but with 
settings sufficiently different. 

Very different in its approach is The 
Weirds of Kesh, also written by a regular 
reader, Bob Aldridge form Enfield , and now 
available for £5.95 from Quickbeam Soft
ware, 67 Old Nazeing Road , Broxbourne, 
Herts EN10 6RN. Though it's been out a 
short while now, Quickbeam's boss was 
telling me that very few copies have been 
sold , which I can't understand as it's a very 
good adventure. What's wrong with you 
adventurers out there? Every month I get 
lots of letters complaining that there are so 
few new Dragon adventures, and yet when 
people bring them out no one seems to 
bother buying them! 

Brigands 
- End of sermon and on to the game itself 
which is also going to be a multi-part 
adventure, if enough people buy this first 
part, subtitled 'Skull and Bones ', In this, 
your role is as the only child (male or 
female, and that 's later relevant) of a poor 
tradesman in the seaport of Ras Sharna. 
On his deathbed you father gave you a gold 
ring, and begged you to return it to the inner 
sanctum of the Temple of Kesh. This you 
set out to do, but when just in sight of the 
Temple a gang of brigands rob you of all 
your possessions and dump you in an 
oasis. 

With this watery start you begin the 
adventure, and it 's important to read this 
and other location descriptions carefully, as 

clues are sometimes contained in them ·as 
to what you should do or where you might 
try to go. The parser that reads your 
two-word inputs is a little fussy , and 
frequently you 're searching round for the 
right couple of words even though you think 
you know what it is you should be trying to 
do. If this aspect of the game's vocabulary 
is a bit restricting, the location descriptions 
certainly aren 't, which is something that 
enhances the game. A lot of care has been 
taken to make the text more descriptive, 
such as in the lonely waste land where you 
find not merely a dead tree but: " A dead 
tree stands close by like a skeletal monu
ment to some dead hero." Or outside 
Selim's Cave where " thin wisps of smoke 
drift out of the entrance and curl gently 
upwards," though little do you know from 
that soothing description what awaits you 
inside the cave! 

Input 
-The program response tends to be rather 

slow, and it 's a little irritating that once the 
reponse to your input has been printed, you 
then have to press another key to have the 
screen updated, after a suitable pause. 
Also, what initially seems like a virtue later 
proves to be something of a drawback. This 
is the feature that gives you a full location 
description on your first visit, but only a brief 
one should you return to that place. For the 

1most part this doesn't matter, but in one 
place I found a red dragon barring my way, 
then when I later returned with what I hoped 
might see the beast off, it was no longer 
there. At least it seemed not to be, so I was 
at a loss for a while as to what to do. Then I 
typed LOOK to summon up the full location 
text and there was my adversary ... which I 
promptly dispatched. 

These little drawbacks don't prevent your 
enjoyment of the game, however, and this 
is definitely one that's more suited to the 
patient and experience adventurers. Fewer 
locations, it seems, than the two Space 
Trek adventures, but more description and 
tougher problems all round. Try it. 

Now I recently reviewed Cowen Software 
version of Colossal Cave, and mentioned 
that it didn't have a SAVE feature , which the 
original mainframe version of this classic 
adventure didn't have either. That has now 
been rectified , however, and the command 
STOP will send you into the SAVE routine, 
so don't let that lack put you off sampling 
this abbreviated version of a . piece of 
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AT LAST 

COLOSSAL CAVE 


The original adventure now available for Dragon 
32/64 with 


NEW GAME SAVE FEATURE 

a comprehensive version - tape based. 


Cheques/PO for £6 to: 
COWEN SOFTWARE LTD 
23 Bristol Avenue, Levenshulme 

Manchester M19 3NU 

DON'T READ THIS 
" DRAGON MONTHLY" is anew newsletter/magazine for the Dragon 32/64 and its owners. Most of 
it will be written by ordinary Dragon owners like yourselves . It includes sections on machine code 
and BASICprogramming as well as competitions, letters page, news, hints and tips , problem 
answering page, an adventure page as well as classified and full page adverts ,sort of amini Dragon 
User! As well as those usual features will be the programs sent in by readers and articles on 
anything from OS9 to Bulletin Boards to anything at all that you Dragon owners send in to us . 
Software and hardware reviews will also be a common feature. Dragon Monthly is amagazine run 
by Dragon fanatics and written by Dragon fanatics. If you would like to subscribe to Dragon 
Monthly, the cost is only £7.50 for a whole yearll The first issue will be sent to you on receipt of 

your subscription order. Support us to support you . 

SMITHSON COMPUTING 

24 Coal Hiii Green, Bramley, Leeds 13. Tel: (0532) 551631 


GORDON BENNET! is a new multi-screen megagame for the Dragon 32164. Can you control 

Gordon through the maze of caverns avoiding steaming cowpats, man-eating toilets and many


1 other nasties as well as negotiating the collapsing floo(S , rising and sliding pillars, matter 
transporters, conveyor belts, much more difficult that J't S't Wi ..y. Cost is only £4.99 on 
cassette, £7 .99 on disk (DragonDOS). 
Also ELECTRONIC AUTHOR word processor, incredibly powertul allowing full justification, 
automatic paragraphing, centering , page numbering etc . Works with ANY printer at all. Money 
back if not delighted, telephone for more details. Cost is £14 .95 on Cassette, £19 .95 on disk 
(DragonDOS) 

SEE US IN OSSETT ON MAY 31st 

COMPUTERWARE 

New For The Subjects from 


Astronomy to
Dragon 32/64 
Weather, 


C 0 M P U Colours to 

Composers. 

The package contains 30 Make your
individual puzzles covering as choice! 
many different topics, each 
occupying a 12 x 12 grid of letters 
and each containing 14 hidden words. 
Full cursor control allows you to strike out 
each hidden word, which the computer then 
traces in (if correct) and ticks off the list on the 
screen. The computer also displays your time 
taken during each game. Lots of fun for £4.50! 

Word Search ........ . £4.50 SAME DAY 

Blockbuster Quiz £5.50 DESPATCH 

Linkword........... .. .. . £5.50 TRADE ENQUIRIES 

Show Jump.. .... .. ... . £6.50 WELCOME 


Incentive 

Ket Trilogy RRP £9.95 ........ ... ... OUR PRICE £7.00!! 


Software Projects 

JetSetWillyRRP£7.95 ... .... ....... ..0UR PRICE£6.00 

Manic Miner RRP £7.95 ............. .. OUR PRICE~6.00 


All prices include post and packing. 

Please make Cheques/POs payable to: 


COMPUTERWARE 
PO Box 318, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 6UX 

........ 	 ........
........ 	 "' .......
.. 	 ...... 	 .... 	 .... .... ..... .... : .. .... ..... ...... . .... . : .. . .. . :- ........ . ... ..... . . .. .... ....
....... .... ..... .... .. . .. .... 

~ 27 COOMBE ROAD, SOUTHMINSTER. ESSEX. CMO 7AH. .. .l!iiiiliiiill TELEPHONE 0621 772589 FOR 24-HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES ~ 

INCENTIVE A/INTERNATIONAL HEWSON CONSULTANTS 
EddySteady Go . £6.95 TWIN PACKS 3D Lunattack .. £2.99 
The Ket Trilogy .. £7.95 Adventureland 3DSeidadAttack .. £2.99 
••MoonCresta•• £7.50 Secret Mission 3D Space Wars .. £2.99 

Pirate Adventure 

PROGRAM FACTORY 
 Voodoo Castle OCEAN 
Ninja Warrior .. ...... £2.99 	 Mystery Fun House Hunchback . £1.99 


Pyramid of Doom 

Ghost Town MELBOURNE HOUSE
B & H SOFTWARE 
Golden Voyage Horace Goes Skiing .. £1 .99PubCrawl. ...... . £3.99 
Savage Island - Part 1 Hungry Horace .. £1.99And All Because .. £3.99 
Savage Island - Part 2 
The Hulk CABLE SOFTWARE 

COMPUTERWARE Superbowl ............. £2.99
Sorcerer of Clay. CastleBlockbusters .. £5.50 Zak's-Son ... £2.99 

Llnkword .. £5.50 
 nme Machine 

Fantasy Fight. . £2 .99 
Arrow of Death - Part 1 
Escape From Pulsar 7 

Ouazimodo ... ........ £2.99 

ADDICTIVE 
 Arrow of Death - Part 2 
Football Manager . £6.50 	 ***A & FSOFTWARE***Circus 

Chuckie Egg .. £2.99Ten Little Indians 
Screaming Abdabs .. £2.99BLABY GAMES Perseus and Andromeda 


KungFu ............ ... . £5.00 Wizard of Akyrz 
 IMPSOFTKarma Crazy .... ... £2.99 	 CHOOSE YOUR TWIN PACK Chicken Aun ........... £1 .99
Olympia ....... . £3.99 FROM THE ABOVE TITLES FOR 
 Fruity ..... .. .... ........ £1.99
CosmicCrusader ... . £3 .99 ONLY £5.50 per Twin Pack 

Barmy Burgers ...... . £1.99 
 J. MORRISON MICROS
Darts .. ...... £1 .99 
 Chess ............. £2. 99 

SULIUS SOFTWARE 

COMPUTAPE Word-Power (Spelling) £2.99 

Madness and Minotaur £2.99 Beseiged (Spelling) .. £2.99 

HintSheet... SAE & . £0.50 


NEW RELEASEWhirlybird Aun .. £2.99 
FROM COMPUTAPE 

Cuthbert Goes Digging £2.99 
MICAODEAL 

WHIRLYBIRD RUNDRAGON CASSETTE Intergalactic Force... £2.99 (Licensed fromLEAD .. ... .... £2.50 
 Morroco Grand Prix.. £2 .99 Spectral Assoc. USA)
Frogger .. . . £1 .99AERIAL LEAD.... ... £2.50 


ONLY £2.99CENTAONICS PAINTER Worlds of Flight .. £5.00CABLE. .. ..... .. £11.95 Pilot your helicopter 
across mountain ranges

MISSION ONE ROMIK SOFTWARE and through aseries of 
Project Volcano .. £1.99 Romie Cube . ..... ... £1 .99 underground caves , 

destroying enemy along 
theway. Watch out for 
the "Mushroom Cloud". 
Fast moving,arcadeHOW ABOUT THIS THEN! 
game. 


A REAL SCOOP TO DELIGHT 

YOUR DRAGONS 


SOFTWARE PROJECTS DESIGN DESIGN 
Jet Set Willy Dark Star 

DESIGN DESIGNand and Tibeway Army
Manic Miner Aommels Revenge ONLY £2.99 
TWIN PACK TWIN PACK 
ONLY £7.95 ONLY £7.95 

COMPUTAWARE REFRESHES THE ORAGO!IS.f!TH~R ~OMPANIES CANNOT REACH/I ChsetS! 

To order from the above, plese send Cheque/Postal Order made payable to 

COMPUTAPE, to the above address. For Catalgoue only, please send SAE. 


PRICES INCLUDE FIRST-CLASS POSTAGE and packing. Overseas Orders Welcomed. 

COMPUTAPE: THE ONLY SOFTWARE COMPANY TO MAKE YOUR DRAGON CHIPS 


FRY NOT CRYf 


SHAOLIN MASTER PLUS 
* * Challenge screen 
* * 18 Realfstlc Kung Fu moves 
** 180" turns 
* * Music whlle-u-pfay 
* * 1 and 2 player options 
** Joystick only 

The nearest youcan get to true Kung Fu with no fear of injury!!!. .. .... .... .................. £7.95 
6809 EXPRESS. Escape in ;1our locomotive avoiding the trees and planes. While 
attempting to rescue your comrades.. ... .. .. ... ... ... .. .... .... ............. ..... ........... ... ........ £5.95 
DUPLIDISK. The tape to DRAGON DOS converter, will convert more than 40 
programs ...... ... ... ....... ..... ..... .. ... ..... .. .... ... ......... ... .... .... ... ..... £7.95 
DUPLICAS 5. The.ultimate tape to tape back-up utility........ .... ... .... .... .. .. .... £7.95 

Add SOp P&P to all orders. Overseas £1.25 
For further details of our wide range of Dragon software send S.A. E. 

PROGRAMMERS WE PAY 20% ROYALTIESI 

QUICKBEAM SOFTWARE 
67 OLD NAZEING ROAD, BROXBOURNE, HEATS EN10 SAN 
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adventure history. lately, is Ola Eldoy, one of several Norwe Vaughan of Cardiff for clues on Sea Quest, 
Finally on to some of the epistles you 've gian readers I hear from regularly, Ola's and a final piece of help to Stephen 

sent me this month. Carl Truett of 11 scored 87% so far, with all ID tags except Langdell of Carterton who was having 
Hayden Road, Rushden, Northants NN10 the black one, so maybe by the time this trouble breathing on the Forest Moon in 
OHX has completed a few adventures now, appears you'll have successfully com Return of the Ring. For that you need a 
but is struggling to map Juxtaposition. He pleted that and have your order in for the KSAM REHT AERB, Stephen, and you get 
asks if anyone has made a successful map follow-up, Ola. He's also written for himself that from the EROTS LARENEG, but only if 

- of the lands, which they might be prepared a little machine code routine which has you 've reached Gestalt Level 2. That's 
to photocopy and let him have "at a small enabled him to list all the available com something that applies to both Wintersoft's 
cost. " Over to you, map-makers. mands in Trekboer and El Diab/era. There 'Ring' adventures - if a problem seems 

are too many to list here, but if anyone insoluble, it may be because you haven't 
thinks they might be useful send me sae built up enough experience to enable the Some clues on that same game come and I'll make a few copies available. solution to the problem to became available from Michael Emsley, 3 Ladywell Road, 

More room to list a few magic words from to you. Kintore, Aberdeenshire AB5 OUG. He re Mark Ingram on The Ket Trilogy: HTILO Experience tells me I'll be back againminds other readers that you need to use 
NOM and !KEELS !KEE. I'll leave you to next month, and do let me know if there's the camera twice, and that you should be 
figure out where they work. Thanks also to anything you feel isn't sufficiently covered able to cross the Yellow Baron's lands by 
Ray Thomas of Haverfordwest and C in the corner; won't you? starting at· the fortress of Baronesses 


Brown and Green and moving carefully 

from building to building. In return, Michael 

would like someone to tell him if you can 

control the bus in Cricklewood, and also 

help with three questions on El Diab/era: 

how to get the eagle's feather; where to dip 

the stick; · and what use are the two 

columns. 


Sgt John Moore of RAF Wildenrath plays 

adventurers when he's not knocking back 

cheap beer in the Sergeant's mess, and 

he's currently lost, wandering round the 

endless Rez Zone in Juxtaposition. My first 

advice could be REEB EHT FFD VAL, 

John, but more helpful is a simple MEHT 

RETNE OT DEEN ON SI EREHT. 


More successful in this game, which 

does seem to be dominating the postbag 


Adventure Contact 

Adventure Return of the Ring 
Problem Need help on getting 
magic grain, Book of Skulls 
and amulet Name Gary Bird 
Address 10 Millfield Terrace, 
Station Road, South Wirral , 
L66 1 HD. 
Adventure Shenanigans 
Problem How do I get out of 
the city? Do you go down Fire · 
Escape - and if so, how? 
Name Joe Shepherd Address 
60 Pound Street, Warminster, 
Wilts , BA12 SNR. 
Adventure Return of the Ring 
Problem Where can I find the 
stone? Name D Penman 
Address 63 Gean Road, Alloa 
Clacks, Scotland, FK1 O 2JP. 
Adventure Trekboer Problem 
How do I cross the deep chasm 
in the garden? Name D Pen
man Address As above. 
Adventure Ring of Darkness 
Problem I can't get enough hit 
points to get to the other side of 
the map. Any other help would 
be nice, too. Name Richard 
Bradley Address 3 Cornsay 
Close, Acklam, Middlesbrough, 
Cleveland , TS5 BPS. 
Adventure Trekboer Problem 
I have opened the grate in the 
'large underground System' 

but cannot get past the second 
spider. Help! Name John Pat
ten Address 65 Springfield 
Avenue, Brough, North Hum
berside, HU15 1 BX. 
Adventure Jerusalem Adven
ture 2 Problem How do you 
get through the golden gate? 
What happens at the Dead 
Sea? Name Malcolm Burns 
Address Brcomlees, Kilcon
quhar Elie, Leven, Fife, Scot
land. 
Adventure Juxtaposition 
Problem I can't get the emer
ald - what use is the girl at the 
laserteque? Name Paul Knight 
Address 27 Fobbing Road, 
Corringham, Stanford-le
Hope, Essex, SS17 9BG. 
Adventure Ring of Darkness 
Problem Any help please 
also, where can I find the Jelly 
Cube? Name Gareth Mitchell 
Address 23 Cherry Tree Ave
nue, Church Lawton, Stoke
on-Trent. 
Adventure Mission One Prob
lem How to get rid of the droid . 
at the lift entrance? Name 
Christian Bird Address 4 Ken- · 
pas Highway, Coventry, CV3 
6BN. 
Adventure Juxtaposition 

Problem How do you get the 
food? Where is Baron Red's 
fort? Name Simon Jones 
Address 37 Collins Meadow, 
Harlow, Essex, CM19 4EN. 
Adventure Trekboer Problem 
Once at planet, how to get to 
the surface? How to light the 
'Dark Room'? Name Richard 
Boardman Address 13 
Orchard Close, West Ashton, 
Trowbridge, Wilts. 
Adventure Trekboer Problem
How do you get across the 
chasm on the Planet Alton? 
Can offer help on Franklin's 
Tomb, Lost in Space, Fishey 
Business, Mansion Adventure,·
Jerusalem Adventure 2 and 
Williamsburg Adventure 3. 
Name C. A. Jones Address 
17 Nant-Y-Ffynnon, Brackla, 
Bidgend, Mid Glams. 
Adventure Shenanigans 
Problem How to get the 12ft 
pole into the cave and how to 
read the billboard? Name Paul 
Sharpe Address 165 Hallam 
Crescent, Braunstone, Leices
ter, LE3 1FH. 
Adventure The Ket Trilogy 
Temple of Vran Problem How 
to get into the small hole? 
Name Peter Hassett Address 

67 Old Greenock Road, 
Bishopton, Strathclyde. 
Adventure Juxtaposition/ 
Wings of War/Pettigrew's 
Diary/El Diablo Problem 
Where are the Deeds of 
Brown? How do I reach the 
Bomb? How do I get into the · 
Island House? Where is the 
Oil? Name Sgt S'cott Shaw 
Address c/o Sgt Shaw DC, 
HQ Sqn MT, 22 Sig Regt, 
BFPO 107. 
Adventure Barons of Ceti-V 
Problem I can't find the blue 
key card, and I can't avoid the 
blue key card, and I can't avoid 
the assassination droid Name 
Mr D Farrar Address 6 Wood
bine Street, Ossett, W Yorks. 
Adventure I cannot get past 
the portcullis, and can only find 
the torch and the rope in the 
throne-room Name Mrs M. 
Green Address 1 O Rowan 

·Close, Thetford, Norfolk, IP24 
3EU. 
Adventure Sea Quests Prob
lem Where do I get the key to 
gain entry to the beach house 
loft? How do I use the detec
tor? Name Matthew Saunders 
Address 16 Vale View, Risca, 
Gwent; NP1 6HS. 
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Classified 

REPAIRS. For a free· estimate send DRAGON 32, joysticks, disk drive, 
·your Dragon to: M.P. Electronics, The cassette, games, manuals, £195 ono. 
laurels, Wendling, Dereham, Norfolk. (0424) 752156. 
Tel : 0362 87327. 

TWO DRAGON 32, Cumana, disc 
SHAREPLAN. Share management, drive, delta DOS and NEC, printer
share prices, easily entered and up- · PC-8023, books and software inc., 
dated. Output to screen/printer, includ telewriter all for £350 ono. Will sepa
ing documentation £3.99. Keilyn Soft rate. 0483 232065. 
ware, 31 Harewood Avenue, More
cambe, LA3 1JH DRAGON 32 cassette recorder, 42 

games, manual joystick, £115. Tel : 
DRAGON 321c, joysticks, data recor 476-0365 after 6pm. 
der, 40 games, books, computer desk, 
£150. TRANSFORMERS for Dragon PSU 

brand new complete with thermal fuse 
DRAGON 32. Excellent condition, joys and connection details £10. 75 inc p&p.
ticks, games, £85. 0491-641026 Oxon. Electronic Services, 148 Park Grove, 

Barnsley, S. Yorkshire, S70 1QG. 
DRAGON 32. Some software, litera
ture, tape recorder, £90. Chesham DRAGON 64. Brand new. Joysticks , 
778986. cassette recorder, tapes including per

sonal finance, several books, all new, 
LIBRARY/SWOP SHOP. Still the £120 ono. 01-609 8717 evenings only. 
largest selection of games/utilities to 
hire. sae details. MRV, 120 Aurie! DRAGON 64 's, new £140, used £110. 

Avenue, Dagenham, Essex. Software and joysticks. Guaranteed. 


Tel: (0733) 64312 evenings. Also cheap 

DRAGON 32. No cassette , boxed, will drives , printers and Dragon User back 
deliver in London. 01-648 4874. issues. 

DRAGON OWNER wishes to ex SEND HINTS, POKES, MAPS on all 
change games for similar quality. Tel : games for a new newsletter. Send to C. 
(021) 525 6018. Leafe, 12 Heather Drive, lindford, Bor

don, Hanis GU35 ORN. 
DRAGON 64 + double disk drive Taxan 
monitor + many games and utilities, LIFE AND IMPLICATION, for 32k Dra
£300. 0634 377013. gon of Conway's solitaire game of living 

and dying cells. See patters of cells 
grow and spread or whither and die on a 

SEALED TRANSFORMER REPAIRS. 40 x 30 grid, £3 from T. Marlow, 74 St 
Free appraisal. Send with sae to: Rayc Anthonys Avenue, Woodford Green, 
rox, 89 Cant Crescent, Carlisle. Essex. 

.BERND KNECHTEL SOFTWARE 
the company which, only produces good machine code tools and utilities for your Dragon instead of 
worse games, proudly presents: 
DISK SUPPORT TOOL 1.5 
A must program for every Dragon user with Disk Operating System. 1· ,Of- £15 . 
LOGO EXTENSION 3.3 
Use the graphic features of the language Logo from your Dragon Basic (with its own fast arithmetic 
routines, it doesn 't use the slow ROM routines) . 1· ,D,C ,I] - £15 
COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE 1.0 
The by all means .necessary aid to do any kind of serial data transmission . 1·.o,C,IJ - £5 
EQUAL CHECKER 1.0 
The program to overcome all typing errors. You'll enter a new world of string comparison . 
r·.o.c.11 - £10 
TASK MASTER 1.2 

Multitasking for your own programs, little machine code knowledge required . 1·.o,C,I] - £10 

· =send SAE ·and two international answercards for further details. D=available on disk. 

C=available on cassette . l=free assembler source listing supplied with the program to allow you 

to make your own changes and to use it easily from your own programs. 

How to pay? Add £2 to your order for postage and packing (by air mail) and remit the money 

(pounds sterling) to my account in West Germany: 

Country: West Germany, bank name: Volksbank Remscheid , counting code: 340 600 94 , account 

no .: 10 81 688 O, account owner: Bernd Knechtel. 

Please state on the remittance your name and address and send aseparate letter with your order to: 

Bernd Knechtel, Arnold-Wilhelm-Sir. 9, 5630 Remscheid 11, West Germany. 


PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
USERS' ASSOCIATION 

library and Swap Shop facilities 
for Dragon users. Huge range of 
titles. Only £1 .50 hire charge for 

THREE week period. 

For details send large S.A.E.- to: 

Dragon User 
P.S.U.A. 

19 Lammerton Terrace, 
Dundee DD4 7BR 

WANTED. Dragon disc drive + dos, 
name your price. For sale CGP115, 
£60. 0252 511985. 

PAN ELECTRONICS 

REPAIR YOUR 


DRAGON 

£9.50 + PARTS + P&P

* Timeserved Engineers* Best prices on spares* Fast turnover* Choice of post for speed* Full guaranteed work 
8 Brynamlwg, Pontyclun 

Mid Glam CF7 9AU 
Telephone (0443) 226423 

~------------------------------------, 

IHere's my classified ad. 
I 

I 
I 
I 

(Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.) I 
I 

£0.20 •£0.40 £0.60 ffi:SO 

£1 .00 £1 .20 £1.40 £'1.60 

£1 .80 £2.00 £2.20 £2.dh 

£2.60 £2.80. £3.0ci £3.20 

£3.40 £3.60 £3.80 £4.00 . 

£4.20 £4.40 Please oontinae on a s~pa:rate 'Slleet of naper ' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Name .......................... ................................... . I 
I 

I Address................... ...................................... I 
I I 
I _I ....................................... Telephone.............. 

II 
I I 
I Please cut out and send this form to : Classified Department, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London 1 
I . WC2H ?PP 1 
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JUNE PUZZLE 

Gordon Lee takes a random walk around number generation 

READERS with programming experience 
will be familiar with the "random" feature 
available in Basic, although this is a 
command which must be used with care, as 
we shall see later. Outside computing, 
tables of random numbers are used for. 
statistical sampling techniques. Even so, 
this use is a relatively modern phe
nomenon. I can do no better than quote 
from an article by Alfred M. Bork on the 
subject. "... before the twentieth century 
no one would even have thought of the 
possibility of producing books like this; no 
one would have seen any use for it. A 
rational nineteenth-century man would 
have thought it the height of folly." 
. Methoas- used for producing lists of 
random numbers have been many and 
varied. In ~ 927, a table of 41,600 random 
digits was produced by taking the middle 
digits of the areas of parishes in England,
whffe In 194!'(aTable of f05,obo dighs was 
extracted from United States freight 
waybills. Other methods have involved 
dice, roulette wheels, and measurement of 
the rate of decay of certain radioactive 
isotopes. 

With the arrival of computers (and calcu
lating machines before them) it was soon 
realised that a random number facility 
which could be used in conjunction with 
these machines would be an advantage. 
Clearly, programming in an actual table of 
random numbers would be both impractic
able and wasteful of memory, so methods 
were devised which would enable the 
machine to generate its own series of 
random numbers. 

An early method proposed by John van 
Neumann was known as the "middle of the 
square" method. Here the computer is first 
"seeded" with a random sequence of digits 

. 

chosen by the cperator. The computer then 
squares this number, extracts the middle 
digits of this square and repeats the 
procedure as often as required. For exam
pie, if we were to start with the number 
5678, and extracting the middle four digits 
each time, we would get the series 5678; 
2396; 7408; 8784; 1586; . .. and so on. 
Note -thatin generating this series, any 
square with less than eight digits is sup
plemented with extra zeros added to the 
left-hand side of the number to bring the 
total number of digits to eight, before the 
middle four digits are extracted. This 
method rapidly fell into disfavour as the 
sequences produced were too short, usual
ly terminating in an endless loop of repeat
ing values. Consequently, other, more 
sophisticated techniques were devised. 

As was mentioned earlier, the random 
number generator on the Dragon is stright
forward in use, but requires a little care to 
ensure a truly random selection . For exam
pie, after switching on the Dragon type in 
and run the following line: FOR N= 1TO 10: 
PRINT (RND(9)):NEXT. 

As you might expect, tbe computer will 
dutifully print out a list of ten numbers at 
random, each number being in the range of 
1 to 9. There is nothing surprising about 
this, but what is surprising is that the 
numbers so produced are always the same 
sequence. In the case quoted, a sequence 
5, 3, 2, 6, 5, 3, 6, 3, 1, 8, was produced. In 
practice, this means that some device 
needs to be written into any program to 
prevent this degree of predictability occur
ring. A program which, for example, deals a 
hand of cards is of little use if it always 
selects the same cards everytime that the 
game is run from "cold" . 

Next month we will be looking at ways 

Prize riame and address on your entry - some
one always forgets . . . and next month 

For the June competition, we've got some- we're threatening to publish the offenders 
thing to excite Dragon arcade fans - the in a Hall of Shame, so watch it! 
lucky winners will be receiving a copy of This month's tiebreaker - yup - you're 
Gordon Bennet, from Smithson Comput- going to have te come up with another of 
if"!g, which they desc;ribe as, "a multi- thos~ phrases. Try completing the following 
screen megagame for the Dragon 32164." in less.than 1o words- 'Bathrooms can be 
Hold on a bit - they also say it's, dangerous because .. : Anything rude will 
"thoroughly daft, silly and enjoyable," . .. be circulated .around the office, and then. 
and with man-eating toilets on the loose, disqualified! 
I'm not arguing with that! In any case, surely · 
a prize fit for .. . a competition winner? . March Winners 

. .
Rules The March goodie giveaway was 25 copies

of Quickbeam's 6809 express - and 
As usual, to win the game, you must show congratulations go to the following, who will 
the answer to this month's competition and soon be receiving their prize: M Owens of 
sh~~ow ~ou. solve<;!, it, with the µse of,i! Tonteg~;> f:!~chel Edmunds of Sedgefield,, 

and sets this month's poser 
around this problem, but in the meantime 
readers might be interested in the following 
curiosity based on a random number 
selection routine. First of all switch on the 
Dragon from cold and then type in (or load 
from tape) the following program: 

10 CLS: X=15: Y=7 -- .. 
20 PRINT@ Y*32+X,"*"; 
30 R=RND(4) 
40 IF R=1 THEN X=X-1 
50 IF R=2 THEN Y=Y-1 
60 IF R=3 THEN X=X+1 
70 IF R=4 THEN Y=Y+1 
80 IF Y=-1 THEN 80 
90 GOTO 20 

When run, the program pnnts-a star in the. 
centre of the screen and then selects a 
series of random numbers in the range one 
to four inclusive. A route is then traced 
moving up, left, down, or right, depending 
on whether the random number was one, 
two, three or four respectively. At each new 
location another star is printed to mark the 
path taken . Line 80 stops execution of the 
program when the path extends beyond the 
top edge of the screen. The curious feature 
is that (at least on the author's Dragon) the 
pattern so produced resembles the Dragon 
logo! Remember though, that each time the 
program is run the computer must first be 
switched off, then on again, and the 
program reloaded. 

For this month's competition we are 
returning to John van Neumann's "middle 
of the square" method of producing a series 
of random digits. As was mentioned, cer
tain numbers produce short sequences, 
some even are self-repeating. One such 
example is 3792 whose square is 
14379264. However, can you find a four
digit number, all of its digits being different, 
which repeats itself after four operations? 
Good luck! 

Addlestone: Mark H~aps of Washingbor
ough, G Barber of Sutton Coldfield, D 
Marsden of Garston, D Gray of Middles
brough, Hywel Roberts of Newport, p 
Weedon 9f Alderley, M Stonton of Stoke. 
Bruerne, Simon Aubrey of Swindon; Kieron: 
Brooks of ~be~carn, J Gilcreast of Carshal-· 
ton, and finally Matthew Oldfield of Noar
t11ampton. ' 
· Thetie-breakerproducedmanyfascinat

ing epigrams, but Matthew_provided the be,st, 
with "The train approaching Platform Five 
is the (screeching feedback) to {incompre
hensible 'destination) stopping at (rambli!lg
~ouble dyt~h}." Will Philippe Elkouby ·of 
F I · 
ran~~ Pe~e write in and explain his entry 

- which went . . . "it was observed ... 
there was hundreds of cows.'' It obviously 

• loses som ing in ·trai;i~latior;i -;-- anc;fw~re 
program written on ,your Dragort For the Dave Llardn.er of Rutherglen, Ray Wocids of ·losing sl trying to·. pluml::i its enigmatic
sake of our strange administrative pur Barkingside, J Taylor of Acklam, Nils depths. . · 
poses, please do not send in cassettes Lindgren of Sweden, C Dean of Enfield, C 
containing a copy of the program, and don't Richardson of Hassle; Douglas Moutrie ef Solution
forg.et to mark your entry - JUNE COM Rainham, G Hunt of Carnforth, J Slinger of Forthose~till struggling (or those who got if 
PET.mON. And we know it sounds ob Tylers Green, A Breakwell bf Wyken, wrong!) the~nswer was 0.744 feet or a..92 
vious, but don't forget to clearly mark yoµr R1charc;f Moss of Blackpool, E Newman or inches. " 
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II GRIP STICK· GRIP STICK· GRIP STICK ·GRIP STICK· GRIP STICK· GRIP STICK· GRIP STICK· GRIP STICK ·GRIP STICK 
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v ,J, "6 

a.. 
ii: ~ 
\.'.) () 

"'A totaUy new design gives instant response G) 

F to your command movements. ;;o 
Vl "6 
a.. Up to now Joysticks of the Speedking quality Vl 

-Iii: 
\.'.) are priced at £.20 and over. The Speedking is () 

u 
~ 

NOw 
u 
~ microswitch based, and costs only £12.99, 

G)"' 
;;oF 

Vl "6 
a.. FINGER TIP£14•996c:.:~~~~~~?~~·~;ie~~ 
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Is WITHIN ~~"~~~:;"~,;E~~~~!~ 
;;o 

()\..? .. Dragon machines . 
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~ "' G) 

;;oF YOUR GRASP. ha~~·~~l~eftand eightVl "6 
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~ G)u SPEEDKING ;;o 

Vl 
F "6 
a.. A Major Breakthrough Vl 

ii: () 
-I 

\.'.) in Joystick Design 7' 
G) 

"6ONLY £12.99 ;;o 

Vl 
-I 
() 

Trade and export enquiries 7' 
G)contact Keith or Wayne ;;o 

on (04925) 5913 "6 
Vl 
-I 
() 
7' 
G) 
;;o 
"6 
Vl 
-I 
() 
7' 

Cl 
;o 
"6 

~ 
() 
7' 

Cl 
~·------------"'O 

Please send me ...... Speedking(s) at l 12.99 each 

Right handers please order .......... right handed model CJ 
Computer make . . . . . . . . . . . . left handed CJ 

I enclose cheque/postal order payable to KONIX 

Please charge my Access/Visa _____________ 
Card holders can call (0495) 711988 to order. 

Signature _ _____________________ 

Name: _________________________ 
Address: _________________________ 1" ~ 

()I----------Postcode Tel:----------- 7' 
Send to Konix Computer Products Unit 13 Sirhowy Ind Est Tredegar Gwent NP2 4QZ ('----'___;-> 

1 
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